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THE CROWN'S PARTICIPATION IN THE FOUNDING
OF NEW MEXICOl

By
N

GEORGE

P.

HAMMOND AND AGAPITO REY

the Spanish conquest of AmeriCa, expeditions of explora-

I tion and conquest were usually organized and financed by
private individuals. Columbus' expedition of discovery furJ;1ishes a good example of this pattern, although the daring
conquests of Cortes in Mexico and Pizarro in Peru are no less
striking: In each case, a private individual made a contract,
or capitulaci6n, with the Crown. This contract· contained a
specific list of rights and privileges conferred by the King
on the new conqueror and his people, those reserved by the
Crown, all in great detail. Rarely did the King contribute
to the cost of such an expedition, except to defray the costs
of the :friars.
.
These private conquering expeditions were undertaken
in the hope of discovering new lands and peoples, of enlarg.:.
ing Spain's boundaries in unknown parts of the world, of
gaining wealth and fame for those who participated in the
Conquest, and of extending the sway of the Christian Church
over the heathen people, and thereby fulfill the King's obligations to convert and Christianize the Indians. Most of the
conquerors who obtained contracts to discover and settle new
areas made great investments of funds and labor, and made
heroic personal sac;rifices. Many spent all their resources in
1. This article is based primarily on documents in the Contaduria section of the
Archives of the Indies in Seville, selected many yea~s ago by France V. Scholes and the
late Lansing B. Bloom, both of the University of New Mexico, and microfilmed by the
latter in 1938.
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such ventures - many failed to win the expected reward. A
far larger number became rich in experience only - and so
felt entitled in later years to petition the Crown for government positions or for grants of land because of their many
sacrifices in the' royal service. ,
. New Mexico furnishes a fine example of a newly discovered province thoughtto be rich, which a private individual
and his friends sought to conquer and settle, at great expense
and hardship to themselves. The King's participation was
expected to consist largely in the granting of favors. to the
prospective colonists, the payment of the costs of the friars,
and some help in the form of loans of quicksilver, small cannons, or other items over which the Crown had a virtual
monopoly. Actually, the Crown soon became involved in large
expenditures, ending with complete responsibility for the
welfare of the province.
New Mexico, explored by Coronado in 1540-42 and virtually forgotten for some forty years, was rediscovered in
1580, at a time when most of the "push" had gone out of
Spain's expanding empire. By that date, Spanish miners and
cattle ranchers had established a foothold as far north of
Mexico City as modern Chihuahua, where they found excellent mines, as well as good grazing for their stock. Some
of these mines, such as San Francisco del Oro a few miles
from modern Parral, discovered in 1567, are still in operation. At these mining settlements news was picked up that
there was a great country far to the north, rich in mineral
prospects and inhabited by people living in settled towns like
the Indians of Mexico. The combination of resources'suggested by these rumors pointed to the discovery of "another
Mexico," and credulous seekers after wealth were deluded by
. tales of riches just as Coronado and his men had been many
'years earlier. Expeditions of discovery followed, which
seemed to bear out these rumors, with the natural result that
the Crown in 1595 authorized the settlement of New Mexico
and the appointment of some suitable individual to assume
the burden of directing the conquest.
There was no dearth of volunte~rs. The man finally se-
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lected was Don Juan de Onate, the descendant of a family
which had played .a major part in the conquest and settlement of New Ga,licia, opening mines and pacifying Indians in
that rich area. Not only did his family have a reputation for
successful military conquest and great mining wealth, but it
was well known in Mexican society, including the Viceroy's
own· circle. A contract was made between Onate and the Viceroy and hopes ran high for a successful conquest. 2
Onate's petition to undertake the new discovery was
dated in Mexico, September 21, 1595. In return for his offer
to enlist 200 men for the New Mexican expedition, with appropriate supplies of all kinds, all at his own cost, the Crown
was to assume the cost of sending along six friars, three small
field pieces, thirty quintals of powder, and one hundred quintals of lead. In addition the Crown'loaned Onate one dozen
coats of mail, which he was required to payfor, and granted
him a loan of six thousand pesos for six years. Onate was
also given ten quintals of quicksilver, but these he was to
return or pay for. (Onate had asked for a loan of twenty
thousand pesos, but by his contract the King granted him a
loan of six thousand, on condition that he give security to
return them by the end of January, 1596.)
The Crown's participation in equipping. the Onate expe~
dition was not large in comparhon with the cost of providing
for two hundred men and their families, the burden of which
was carried by Onate, his relatives, and a few close friends.
These costs were greatly increased by unexpected delays,
extending from 1595 to 1598, occasioned by a dispute over
Onate's right to continue as leader of the proposed conquest.
The men recruited in Mexico City and elsewhere in the fall
of 1595 had been taken first to Zacatecas and then to the Chihuahua frontier, beyond the settled border. While there, in
1596, the news came by courier that the king had suspended
Onate and that the expedition ,would not be permitted to pro,.
2. Chief recent works on Onate are: George P. Hammond and Agapito Rey, Don
Juan de Onate, Colonizer of New Mexico, Albuquerque, 1953, 2 vols. ;. George P. Hammond, Don Juan de Onate and the Founding of New Mexico,· Santa Fe, 1927; Charles
W. Hackett, Historical Documents relating to New Mexico, Nueva Vizcaya, and. Approaches Thereto, to 1773, voL 1, Washington, 1923, pp, 193-487.
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ceed. 3 Against this order, Onate and his powerful friends
made strenuous protests, but before it was revoked and Onate
reinstated, in 1598, he and his army had undergone twoofficial inspections by officials of the Viceroy's staff. He weathered th~m, however, and managed to keep his army together,
although in reduced number and at very great cost. When
the ban of suspension was finally lifted and Onate had passed
his last inspection, he set out for New Mexico with a force
that had been sadly depleted, both in-men and supplies, by the
long period of waiting. The effect on the morale of the expedition can be conjectured; though all put the best face on the
venture that they could.
Before these events came to pass, Onate had the expense
of recruiting, organizing, and equipping his followers and
sending them to Zacatecas, the point of rendezvous on the
northern frontier of New Spain. To accompany these parties
to that'city, the Viceroy sent an' escort to' maintain discipline
and to protect the people 'along the way from pillage., For this
purpose, Juan de la Mota'and Juan. de Sotelo, who were com;
missioned to lead these escorts,received 344 and 223! pesos,
respectively.4
One of the problems of the day is shown by the fact that
Captain Juan de la} Mota, ,who had been paid 250 pesos in
advance, absconded with the money - thus causing' the
Crown added expense- thOugh he was later captured and,
imprisoned! Meantime, Sotelo had been commissioned to take
over the escort.
Beyond Zacatecas the frontier lay wide open, with only
occasional settlements, mines, and cattle ranches. Here Onate
had enemies, such as Colmenares, and perhaps the colonists
sought to live off the country, for Onate and 'his men- were
charged with cattle stealing and other irregularities on this
sttetch of their march' northward. 5 To investigate these
3. Gaspar. de Villagra tells the stOry in verse in Hi.toria de la Nueva Mexico,
Alcala, 1610. A new edition, with additional documents, was issued in Mexico in 1900,
in two volumes. Gilberto Espinosa made a prose translation into English, published by
the Quivira Society as Vol. IV of its series in 1933.
4. Archivo General de Indias, Contaduria, legaio 245A. In giving these figures on
costs, we have dropped the fractions.
5. See the articie, "Was Qiiate a Marauder?" in the NEW MEXICO HISTORICAL REo
VIElW, VoL X (1935), Pp. 249·270.
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charges and to protect the frontier settlements, the Audiencia
of Mexico sent one of its agents, an alcalde named Pedro de
Rojas, with a small police force. By June 22,1596, he and his
men had received 812 pesos. 6 There may indeed have been
other such expenses, for we find that on November 7, 1596,
one Pedro Ponce, an interpreter, was paid fourteen pesos in
an inquiry involving mistreatment of the natives by Onate's
soldiers.
When the blow of suspension fell on Onate in August,
1596, he refused to give up the expedition, continued to encourage his people, and maintained them on the frontier in
southern Chihuahua at his own expense. To prove that his
force was fully equipped, and that he had met the terms of
his contract, h~ demanded an, official inspection. 7 The Viceroy,
was finally constrained to, meet this request, and sent Don
Lope de Ulloa y Lemos'with a group of officials to make the
investigation. Apparently it cost more than four thousand
pesos, judging by two vouchers, one dated June 6, 1596, and
the other February 26,1597, for payments made to Don Lope
and his staff. 8 The inspection 'itself was held at Santa Bar..
bara in southern Chihuahua in December, 1596, and January,
1597. The royal agents therefore had to make the long and
costly trip from Mexico City to perform their mission and
verify the fact that Onate had enough men, equipment, and
supplies to fulfill his contract.
Even though Onate weathered this 'first review, the ban
of suspension was not lifted, owing to machinations in Spain
which had as their objective his replacement by a certain
Pedro Ponce de Leon, an elderly Spanish nobleman, of some
financial and political resources. After waiting another year,
Onate again demanded and received permission for another
inspection, likewise carried out at the King's expense. Cap- '
tain Juan de Frias Salazar, the officer in charge, carried out
this assignment in' December; 1597, and January, 1598. He
and his staff came from Mexico City, which required a jou'rney of several weeks, coming and going. The record shows
6. ' A. G. I., Contaduria., leg. 245A.
7. The documents on this topic will be found in Hammond and Rey, Ona.te,
ColDnizer. I, 94ff.
8. A.G.I., Contaduria, iegaios 245A and 696.
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that Salazar was employed- from October 2, 1597, to March
25, 1598, in this commission. The review, carried out with
great severity, and quite obviously under difficult circumstances for the colonists, was tedious and difficult. ·The colonists made every effort to make a good showing, after nearly
two years of waiting, and the inspector to make a thorough
and accurate report. The figures that have been preserved,
and which we have found, show that Salazar-received a trifle
over 1,165 pesos f~r his services, and that his various assistants received a t.otal of about 1,550 pesos. Salazar had three
assistants, Captain Luis Guerrero, four pesos per day;
Jaime Fernandez, secretary, three pesos per day; and Francisco Romero, alguacil, two and one-half pesos per day. The
men were paid for a total of 169 days, possibly longer. 9 In
addition to the officials named, there must have been servants
and camp assistants, but as to this the record is silent.
In this inspection, Onate' fell short of his obligations, but
he was permitted to launch the conquest when friends undertook to make up what was lacking. The guarantors who went
bond for him were his relatives, Juan q:uerrade Resaand
the latter's wife, Dona Ana de Mendoza. They pledged to
recruit the 71 men needed to make up the 200 called for in
the contract, and to provide other necessary goods and supplies. 10 These reinforcements were sent on their way to New
Mexico in 1600. They assembled at the 'mines of SantaBarbara, in southern Chihuahua, where they had to undergo an
offlciaJ review, which was carried out under the direction of
Captain Juan de Gordejuela and ,Captain Juan de Sotelo y
Cisneros in August, 1600. It showed a total of 73 soldiers and
officers, with the necessary carts, oxen, munitions, and supplies of all kinds. The actual cost of all this, weare informed,
amounted to more than 100,000 pesos, supplied by Onate's
, chief guarantor, Juan Guerra, and something less than that
sum, supplied by Onate's brother, Don Cristobal.
The cost of inspecting this force was met from the King's
treasury and was rio small amount. The records do not disclose all that must have been spent, but we have substantially
correct figures for the cost of hiring Captain Juan de Sotelo,
9.

Ibid., leg. 699.

10.

Hammond and Rey, op. cit., T, 75-82.
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who served 111;2 months on this assignment at a salary of
11 reals per day. Sotelo received 3,148 pesos, and his alguacil,
Francisco Romero, 759 pesos. l l We have found no statement
of how much was paid .to Captain Juan de Gordejuela, or
others· connected with the inspection, .but their expenses
would have been comparable to those of the other officers.
After these relief forces had been sent to New Mexico,
Onate and his colonists were able, in 1601, to make the projected expedition to the Kingdom of Quivira, supposed to be
rich in both population and wealth. Although Onate was able
to make this trip, which took him as far as the Wichita area
of Kansas, the new discovery proved a great disappointment,
though he had heard of other kingdoms farther on which
were said to be rich and which he was eager to prospect. Now
Onate could only return to Santa Fe to await additional reinforcements, for he was ·too weak to explore further at the
moment. There, most of the colonists who had remained behind to hold the province had fled to Mexico, thereby paralyzing him and preventing him from any future activity.
In this em~rgency, he sent his brother, Don Alonso, to
Mexico and Spain to seek additional support. The cost of this
trip was met by Onate and his family, but there was not
much that the Crown could do at that moment to help Onate,
in view of the disappointing prospects of New Mexico, according to what had been found to that date. Don Alonso did
succeed, however, in obtaining in Spain forty musketeers and
ship carpenters and two pilots, to enable his brother to continue his exploration, for New Mexico was supposed to be
near the Strait of Anian and- they entertained hopes of finding that a ship route. could be opened to New Mexico by way
of the Atlantic or Pacific Oceans which would facilitate more
direct communication with Spain and replace the cumbersome land route to Mexico City.
The cost of arms and transportation for these men was
1,500 ducats,l2 In the absence of further information, we may
infer that they probably were.sent to New Mexico, and though
there was no need for them as ship's carpenters, they may
11.
12.

A.G:1.. Contaduri'a. legajos 700. 701. 703. and 704.
Ibid., leg. 707.

r
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have been the reinforcement which enabled Onate'to make
the expedition to the Gulf of California in 1604. The records
for the period after the Quivira exp~dition of 1601 are very
. few, except for the great adventure to California, and for this
we have only the diary of Father Francisco de Escobar - no
other details of what preceded it or how Onate got enough
men and supplies to undertake such an extensive exploration
through ail unknown country. These forty men, sent at the
cost of the Crown in 1603, were additional evidence of the
royal interest in New Mexico and of the government's investment in its development.
'. The desertion of Onate's colonists from Santa Fe in 1601
caused him and the Crown alike much grief and expense.
Onate was determined to bring them back and punish the
guilty, but the parties he sent in pursuit failed to overtake
thefieeing colonists. The Viceroy, in the meantime, had sent
an escort to succor the deserters and to protect them from
the governor's wrath, the cost of which was borne by the
government.
For Onate, the loss of so many of his colonists, about onehalf of the total force, was a severe blow, and he made strenuous efforts to re-establish his fortunes by seeking renewed aid
from the Crown. His brother, Don Alonso, continued to act
as his agent at the Spanish court, where he was paid varIous'
sums by the government,. an indication that he was on the
royal payroll. We find, for example, that the Crown paid him,
as, Captain of Artillery, Arm·s, ~nd Munitions, something
over 220 pesos as salary for the last quarter of the year 1605,
which was at the rate of four hundred pesos for each six
months. The date of this voucher was March 4, 1606. A little
later he received another like payment for the first quarter
I
of 1606, as seen by a voucher of May 18, 1606.13
In 1602, Don Cristobal, another brother of the governor,
was paid four thousand pesos for iron for horseshoes, clothing, aild other materials for the use of the people who had
deserted New Mexico i~ 1601 without permission. This
voucher is dated January 2, 1602. But it was only a loan, for
13.

Ibid., leg. 708.
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Onate was required to pay back one-half of the sum in 1602
and the other half in 1603.14
Other members of-the Onate family received various sums
as government officials. On February 27,1606, Don Fernando
de Onate, Don Juan's younger brother; was paid 214 pesos on
his salary for' the last quarter of 1605 (as corregidor of the
City of Mexico). Luis de Onate, another brother, was Assayer
General of the mines in New Spain in 1606 and was paid a
salaryY' These expenses cannot be charged against the New'
Mexico enterprise, but these incidents serve to show the
prominence of the Onate family and the fact that they received financial support from the government. It may be
noted that this was after New Mexico had proved a costly
failure and they presumably had to find other means of support, after they had staked, and spent, their fortunes'in the
New Mexico venture.
'
By his contract Onate was to receive, at royal expense, six
friars who would accompany the expedition to·New Mexico.
The first group, named in 1596, included Fray Rodrigo
Duran, as leader of the party, and acertairi Fray Diego Marquez, who went as representative of the Inquisition, but who,
at the request of Viceroy Monterrey, was riot permitted to go,
owing to the possibility of stirring up conflict between the
friars and the Holy Office of the Inquisition. After Onate's
suspension in August, 1596, and the consequent delay of the
expedition, Fray Duran returned to Me:~dco.16
This Duran-Marquez group, it would appear, entailed
heavy expense to the Crown. On March 6, 1596, we find a '
statement that the factor, Pedro de los Rios, was paid 5,560
pesos for good!,! and support for these friars, and the cost of
their journey to Zacatecas, and food, clothing, and supplies
for the founding of convents in New MexicoP
The next year, 1597, the escort for the group of friars,
led by Fray Alonso Martinez, cost 1,290 pesos. The voucher
of payment is dated ,September 30, 1597. +8 Provisions and supplies amounted to 4,760 pesos, as shown by a payment of
14. Ibid., leg. 703.
15. Ibid., leg. 708.
16. Hammond and Rey, op. cit., I., IS, 386.

17.
18.

A.G.!., Contadurfti, leg. 245A.
Ibid., leg. 842A.
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December 22, 1597; and a suit of clothes for the -leader of the
wagon train cost 47% pesos. 19
. Earlier, there had been a plan to send Carmelite friars
from Spain to New Mexico, the expenses for which were
charged to the ,Crown. This appears from the story of one
Fray Joseph de Santa Marfa, one of a group of 15 friars who
experienced some misfortune in the port of Cadiz in which
they lost all their supplies and equipment. Though the Council of the Indies approved more money for them, they did
not go to New Mexico. 20 This field had been assigned to the
Franciscans, and members of other religious orders were not
permitted to go, in spite of the efforts of such groups to invade this fertile area.
In the year 1600, when the 73 soldiers were sent north to
reinforce Onate, they were accompanied by a party of nine
friars, led by Fray Juan de Escalona as comissary. The cost
of supplies for this group was approximately 9,185 pesos,
paid to Pedro de los Rfos, leader of the supply train. In addition to daily needs for the road and for use in New Mexico,
they brought books and articles for the vestry, dining room,
kitchen, infirmary, and blacksmith shop.
.
The supply train of 1600, commanded by Bartolome Sanchez from Zacatecas to New Mexico, was large and costly.
Sanchez was paid 500 pesos for. his service. Eight of the
wagons, drawn by 83 mules and provided with ce-rtain equipment, cost 5,204. Six other wagons, 'with their quota of 56
mules, cost 3,575. To man the wagons and handle the animals
there were six negroes, purchased for this purpose by order
of the Viceroy, at a cost of 3,310 pesos, and eight or ten
Indians and an interpreter, at a cost of 880 pesos for a period
of eight months. Six or more Indian servants, certified by
Father Escalona, earned 360 pesos, and a. chap named
Cabanuelos, in charge of six of the wagons, got 200 pesos.
Steers, sheep, etc., cost 811 pesos, transport of corn, 82%,
horseshoes, 271112, certain clothing and supplies, 180%, iron
, and hardtack, 2,266%, and the blacksmith, 84 pesos, earned
in shoeing the animals. 21
19.
20.

Ibid.; leg. 697.
Ibid., leg. 245A.

21.

Ibid., leg. 700.
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The accounting records disclose also that in 1603 fpur
friars were sent to reinforce those alrea'dy in New Mexico.
This was doubtless in response to Onate's plight following
the de~ertion of so large number of his colonists and friars
in 1601, while he was absent in Quivira. For equipping thes$
four friars (of whom Francisco de Escobar was commissary
but whose names are not given),22 the Crown paid 3,925
pesos, possibly more, for we find the statement that the royal
treasury paid a total of 4,890 pesos for this purpose, including the soldier escort. The ten soldiers in it ,received 250 pesos
each, or a total of 2,500 pesos; and 965 pesos for eqilipment. 23
It may be observed that the general documents relating to
the Onate expedition make no record of this group of friars,
from which we infer that small parties rimy have reinforced
him occasionally.
Viceroy Montesclaros in 1605 sent a special reinforcement of two friars and' twenty soldiers to New Mexico, as
appears from the accounting records once more. Each of the
soldiers was paid 200 pesos in advance, by an order of July 5,
1605, but was required to serve at least six months and to
provide himself with horses, arms, and other necessary equipment for the journey, "this beIng the time for which they'
received salary from·· his Majesty, while a decision was
reached on matters pertaining to New Mexico."24 The question 'was whether Onate would remain' as governor or
whether the Crown would take over the province. These
twenty soldiers brought supplies for the friars, including
teI!ts, blankets, incense for Masses, soap, razors, axes, hoes,
and other supplies, all of which cost 207 pesos. This sum was
augmented by748 pesos for other supplie~, especially iron,
nails, and heavy materials of like nature, for the use 0+ the
friars. This disbursement was dated September 3, 1605. 25
Unfortunately, the names of the two friars do not appear in
the sources at our command.
Since Onate had failed to maintain the confidence of the
government, it was decided to recall him, and this was ordered by the Council of the Indies on June 17, 1606. The next

a

•

22,
23.

'

Ibid., leg. 842A. Ibid.,'leg•• 704 and 705.

J

24,

26.

Ibid., leg. 707.
Loc. cit.
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year, at the end of his resources, onate resigned,
declaring
\
that he could not remain in New Mexico after June 30,1608. 26
Meanwhile, the Vicerpy of Mexico sent Fray Lazaro Ximenez
to investigate and report on the situation, with an escort of
'a. captain and eight s'oldiers. Another party consisti~g of
a:' captain and nine soldiers was commissioned to take supplies
and cattle to New Mexico. The first group received an advance on their salaries of 2,800 pesos, paid February 11, and
the second, 3,000 pesos, paid April 7, 1608.27 At the sa!TIe
time, the Crown appointed Don Pedro de Peralta as governor
to succeed Onate and breathed new life into the half-starved
colony;
These new expenses, as gleaned from the accounting records, show the following initial costs, all chargeable to the
Crown:
,

February 11, 1608, to Captain Juan Lucas deOr'opesa
and eight soldiers, escort to Fray Lazaro Ximenes,
as n'oted above
!
_
_._
2,800 pesos
April 7, 1608, to Captain Marcos Garcia and nine sol:
diers, bringing cattle and supplies to New Mexico
3,000 "
April 7, 1608, to Captain Juan Velarde, commissary of
the supply train, per year
_ __._.._ _.._ _.. 450 "

Most of these men served for limited periods of six
months or so. Those who remained in New Mexico received
wages at the same rates, all duly paid by the Crown.
The great event of the period, as is clear from the foregoing, was the appointment of Don Pedro de Peralta as royal
governor of New Mexico in March, 1609, at a salary of 2,000
pesos per year, with: an aJlowance of 500 pesos for travel
expenses. This meant the end of the private adventurer and
his replacement by the strong 'arm of the government. His,
escort consisted of 15 soldiers, whose salary was 450 pesos
annually. An alferez, Bartolome de Montoya, hired at the
same salary, was to accompany two friars from Mexico City
to Zacatecas. Tliese sums were paid in February and March,
'26.
27.

Hammond, 7'he Founding of New Mexico, pp. 172-73.
A.G.!., Contaduria, leg. 710.
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1609, in preparation for the governor's .journey to New
Mexico. 28
To give new impetus,to the work of the missionaries, nine
Franciscan friars were sent to New Mexico in 1609, led by
Fray Isidro Ordonez and Fray Alonso Peynado. Mounts
and clothes for these nine friars totaled 1,755 pesos. There
was an expenditure of 30 pesos to Fray Joseph Tabera for
carrying dispatches to Zacatecas from Mexico. Provisions
and supplies for these friars amounted to 10,703 pesos, paid
on June 23, 1609. There was an additional expenditure on
. October 27, 1609, of 1 5,108 pesos for plowshares and other
hardware and supplies, and of 45 pesos on April 7, 1610, to
clothe an Indian chief and his wife from the pueblo. of San
Marcos in New Mexico who were returning there. 29 There
were other costs, such as for escorts or couriers between New
Mexico and Mexico City. And the cattle and supplies that exGovernorOfiate had left behind were taken over by Peralta
and charged to the Crown. These amounted to 1,365 pesos for
livestock and 2,247 for supplies and equipment, as appraised
by Alonso de Salazar Barahona, accountant, and Rafael de
Alzate, treasurer. so
To equip the missions and churches of New Mexico, the
viceroy on October 1, 1611, authorized an expenditure of
18,671 pesos fo·r church ornaments, bells, provisions, and religious paraphernalia of various kinds. The list of these materials was prepared by Fray Isidro Ordonez, who returned
to Mexico from Santa Fe to supervise the shipment. s1 A little
later, December 9, 1611, the sum of 1,067 pesos was added
to meet the costs of the friars, especially for wagons and·
similar equipment for the journey.32
There were other bills, such as for wages of the soldiers
who served the king. continuously between 1608 and 1610.
Among these were Juan de Lara and Melchior de Torres,33
who went with the supply train to New Mexico early in 1608
and returned with the party escorting the two ex-governors,
28.
29.
30.
31.

Ibid., leg. 711 ; Hammond and Rey, op cit., II, 1084-86.
A.G.!., Contaduria, legajo8 711, 712, and 713.
Ibid., leg. 713.
32_ Ibid., leg. 715.
~bid., leg. 714.
33. ·Ibid., legaio8 713 and 715.
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Don Juan de Onate and 'his son, Don Cristobal, April 30,
1610, to Mexico City.
These investments, after 1609, when the Crown assumed
complete responsibility for New Mexico, marked the beginning of a new period in its history. While Onate wasgov;.
ernor, captain general, and adelantado, he had the obligation
of paying the bills, except those of the fr,iars, but the failure
to discover riches had left him in virtual bankruptcy. Actually, Onate was one of the last of the adelantados in the
Spanish Empire, for by this time it was clear that there were
no more Indian kingdoms to despoil and that only the Crown
itself could afford the costs of such new conquests.
In New Mexico, the burden of holding the colony and converting the Indians now devolved completely on the Crown. "
Friars, soldiers, and settlers alike looked to the government
for everything. Santa Fe, the new capital, became the center
of administration for the next two hundred ·years. The soldiers were paid a salary of 450 pesos a year. Fifty men were
to be stationed" in the capital as guards for the missionaries
and as soldier colonists, though at the outset there were probably less than one-half of that number. 34 As alreadysuggested, there was also the cost of supporting the friars, their
clothing, supplies, provisions, church equipment - in short,
everything - to say nothing .of the cost of t.raveI.from Mexico to Santa Fe and the transport of supplies over a distance
of about 1,200 miles.
This became the pattern of life in New Mexico after 1609.
There was a governor in the capital, at Santa Fe, who commanded a small group of soldier-colonists; his army of defense against Indian hostility. Governor and soldiers alike
were paid a regular salary, with additional allotments for'
travel, supplies, and equipment for defense. At first the number was small, but this number was augmented with the
passing years.
To make friends with the Indians and to baptize and
teach them, the government maintained a number of mis-'
34.

Cf. Hammond & Rey,

01'.

cit., I, 33-35, II, l082tr,
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sionaries. There were nine in the party who :went to New
Mexico in i609 with Peralta,35 and there must have been a
few there from Onate's time. These friars built missions and
,churches, labored among the natives, visited the distant or
hostile tribes, and ministered to the spiritual needs of the
-Spanish colony. For them the government provided food,
clothing, books, vestments - the wine, oil, and other sacred
needs for their churches, and the bells and other equipment
for their houses of worship. From the time they left Mexico
City till their return (and many spent a lifetime in the distant colony) the Crown paid for their every need, in so far
as it could be provided~36
,
Some figures are available on the government's expenditures in New Mexico for the decade after Peralta became c
governor on March 3, 160'9. His term lasted three years and
242 days, or till October 31,1612,37 after which came Admiral
Bernardino de Zavallos, though he was not appointed till
August 5, 1613. Besides the 15 soldiers who escorted him and
remained in New Mexico, there were a few hold-overs from
those who went to New Mexico in 1608, as is shown by their
demands for payment, claims which were duly honored.
Among these we find the names of Alonso Ramirez de Salazar, one of the supply train of 1609; Franc~sco de Barrios,
who enlisted in August, 1608, and served till October, 1613;
Francisco GonzaJez Pita, Captain Diego de Banuelos, Francisco Zapata, Juan Rodriguez de Herrera, Gaspar Perez, all
of whom returned to Mexico in October, 1613; and Tomas
Ochoa and Alferez Juan de la Cruz, who remained till' 1614.
Early in 1614, Zavallos sent a courier to Zacatecas, which
cost 304 pesos. 3S
The salary of Zavallos was 2,000, with 500 additional for
equipment for the journey. His train included one covered
wagon (earreta fuerte) with eleven mules, which cost 830
pes,Os.39 It would seem that he traveled in style and security.
the

35. A. G. 1., Contaduria, leg. 711.
36. Cf. France V. Scholes, "The Supply Service of the New Mexican Missions
Seventeenth Century," in NEW ME~ICO HISTORICAL REVIEW, V (1930), 93ff.
37. A. G. 1., Contaduria. leg. 716.
g8.

Loc. Cit.

39.

Lac. cit.

in
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Other than this, we have no other records of the expenses of
his administration.
In 1616, a new' group of seven friars was sent to New
Mexico, with Fray' Bernardo de' Aguirre a's president,40
though we'do not have the names of the others, and a new
governor, Don Juan de Eulate, replaced Zavallos. We have
very few details of these events, but the accounting records
state that seven friars left Zacatecas in September, 1616,
after waiting there sinceJariuary 4. The cost of their support
fin Zacatecas for this/time had been 1,006 pesos, and warehousing of their goods cost 87 pesos. Eleven iron-clad
wagons, with eight mules for each, cost 8,038 pesos, and four
more,"with 16, extra mules, cost an additional 3,192. And
there were 60 mules for the friars, which cost about 37 pesos
each, or more than 2,220 pesos. Most of these bills were paid
on September 30,1616, suggesting that the supply train and
the friars were then on their way to New Mexico. The goods
and supplies for the friars and soldiers for use on thejourney
totaled 2,588 pesos; the blacksmith required another 213 for
materials and equipment; a mayordomo and his drivers,
comprising 15 Indians and four Indian women, cost 2,480
pesos. And the provisions for the seven friars,834 pesos. 41
Salaries of the soldiers amounted to 4,776 pesos. With
these details we come to the end ofthe records for that supply train and the expenses of sending the friars and soldiers
who went to New Mexico with Governor Eulate and Father
President Aguirre.
We bring to a close this decade of New Mexico affairs
withthe sending of a new group of friars, in 1621, of which
Fray Miguel de Echavarria was,custodio, according to·the
accounting records, and his asso,ciates were Fray Ascencio
de Zarate, Fray Ger6nimo de Zarate (Salmer6n), Fray
Martin de Arvide, Fray Francisco Fonsi, and Alonso de San
Juan, lay brother. Goods furnished them in Zacatecas cost
1,065 pesos, and other expenses 136 pesos. Food and pro40.
41.
845~.

Ibid., leg. 845B.
These facts are culled from papers in the same legajo in A. G. '1., Contaduria,
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visions for the trip amounted to 1,395 pesos; two Indian servants made -it 340 pesos more, and storage of goods, 10 pesos.
This brings to an end the story of the Contaduria records
of New Mexico affairs till 1621, after which more abundant
sources are available, much of which has been published by
France V. Scholes:

FATHER GOTTFRIED BERNHARDT MIDDENDORFF,
S.J., PIONEER OF TUCSON

By THEODORE E. TREUTLEIN*
HE region about Tucson, A,rizona, has seen many pioneers, both in number and in kind. Most vivid in contemporary memory, aided and abetted by motion pictures
and television, is the concept of stockman's and miner's country, replete with gun duels and famous frontier marshals.
This, or something vaguely like it, was the Anglo-American
frontier of the post-Civil War period, the second cycle in the
development of that region.
There had been an earlier cycle of another sort, different
from the later one not only because the people were of different stock but also mainly because of the different philosophies of government which lay behind the two groups. of
pioneers. The Anglo-American frontier of the nineteenth
century was individualistic and competitive; part of an expanding republic. The earlier frontier had been the fringe of
an authoritarian empire, designed in Europe, and held as
near to this design as was humanly possible by a subject people-soldiers, missionaries and their Indian wards, and secular colonists. 1

T
.

•. Professor of History, San Francisco State College, San Francisco, Calif.
1. The word subject is used in a very specific and literal sense to describe people
who thought of themselves as subjects of the King of Spain, and who frequently so
referred to themselves in their ·correspondence. Moreover, they sought to bring the
Indians into their system as subjects of the same king.
. It is notable that the success or failure of consolidating·a region within the empire
depended to a considerable extent upon the degree of subjugation attained over the
natives - this being borne out in the early history of the Tucson area - the more so
since the number of Spaniards in remoter frontier regions was never large. -In Sonora
the poison-arrow shooting Seri, possibly exceeded in their rugged individualism only by
the stock-thieving Apache, successfully resisted subjugation. <One of the Jesuit mission~ries, Father Johann Nentwig, onetime minister" at San Xavier del Bac, wrote vehemently on· the subject of what should be done about these Indians. The final section
of his Description of Sonora is entitled, "Thoughts ~n Modes of Chastizing the Enemies,
and of Preventing the Final Ruin of Sonora:" Father Nent'wig counsels urecourse to
God our Lord with true repentance and fervent prayers" but also well-planned warfare.
In the words of the proverb, he says, uAsk for God's help and hammer away."
The Description referred to above is familiarly known as the Rudo Ensayo. An
English version of it was published in 1951, Tucson, by Arizona Silhouettes. In 1952
Alberto Francisco Pradeau of Los Angeles documented the authorship of the work.
though this had been known for some years by students in the field of southwest history.
See AG~, Hacienda, Leg 17 (I and II) for additional proof of Nentwig's authorship.
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Subject or not, the people in both these periods of the
Arizona frontier strove mightily to master their environment, and members of each group expressed great individuality in the process. Among the earliest pioneers in southern
Arizona were missionaries of the Society Of Jesus, and they
have left their mark on the area to this day. In their time
the name Arizona had but limited meaning; 2 the region in~
eluding Tucson was part of Pimeria Alta or, speaking more
generally, of Sonora, one of tlie Provincias Internas of the
Viceroyalty of New Spain.
To the earliest bona fide pioneer of Tucson the southern
part of today's Arizona was the "Limit of Christendom" or,
in the German words, Ende derChristenhett~3 The pioneer
who used these words was a German, born in Vechte in Westphalia, in the Bishopric of Munster, February 14, 1723. Hisname was Father Gottfried Bernhardt Middendorff of the
Society of Jesus. He was thirty-three years old when he arrived in Tucs'on to become its first missionary.4
2. Father Ignaz Pfefferkorn in his Deseription of Sonora (T. E. Treutlein, trans.
and ed., Albuquerque, 1949), pp. 236-38, includes a glossary of Sonora place names.
The following names with their meanings may be noted:
Arisona (sand dune)- Indian village; Tucson (heath)- Indian village; San Xavier
del Vac- Indian village. It gets its name from Cuema Vac, a Spanish place in New
Spain where a picture of St. Francis Xavier is greatly venerated; Terenate (thorn .bush)
-location of a Spanish garriso~; Tubaea (soap-berry tree: place where it grows in
abundance) -location of a Spanish garrison; Turnacacorj (pepper bush; place where
the little round pepper Is found in abundance) - Indian village; Guebavi (large river)
-Indian village. Cf. William C. Barnes, Arizona Place Names (Tucso!" 1935), for other
commentaries on Borne of these place names.
3. Herbert E. Bolton used the expression, "Rim of Christendom" as the title of
his great work on Father Kino, which Is sub-titled, A Biography of Eusebio Francisco
Kino. Pacific Coast Pioneer (N. Y., 1936). Bolton does not say where he picked up this
phrase. One may surmIse that he had read himself. into a feeling for the times to the
extent that he coined an expression which accurately described the remoteness of the
northwest country from the Spanish centers of civmzation farther to the south.
The German words, HEn de der Christenheit" (also "Grenzen der neuen Christenheit"), appear in th~ excerpts .made from the diary of Father'Middendorff, published under the title, "Aus dem Tagebuche des mexikanischen Missionarius Gottf. Bernh.
Middendorff aus der Gesellschaft J esu, geb. zu Vechte im stifte MUnster. A. 1754-1776
n. Ch.," Parts I. II, and III, Katholisehen magazin fur .Wissenschaft. und Leben (Milnster, 1845). Literally translated the word End should be rendered end or limit; and
Grenze as boundary. U~fortunately, the editor of the Middendorff Tagebueh does not
explain whether he translated the. diary from. Latin Into German or merely reproduced
German manuscript into the printed form.
'
It should be noted, however, that Arthur Gardiner, who translated a letter written
by Middendorff on 3 March 1757, dated at S. AugustIn de Tucsson [sic], found that
Midd~ndorff wrote about himself, in Latin, as being on the rim of Christendom. (see
note 4, below, for further reference to this letter of 3 March·1757.)
4. Tucson had been a 1JiBita of Mission San Xavier del 'Bac since at least 1737.
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How did it happen that a German priest should have been
a pioneer in Arizona during the days when it was a part of
the far-flung Empire of Spain? The answer is very prosaic.
Spain, despite her closed, monopolistic mercantile philosophy
, of government, had to use "foreign":or' "non-Spanish" missionaries because she had too few potential or actual missionaries among'her own nationals. 5
Father Middendorfi' received word in May 26, 1754, from
the Jesuit General, Ignatius Visconti, that he might go to
the "Indies," the term used for the \overseas American missions. 6 The General's communication was not an order;
rather, it was a permission. Middendorff equId choose to go
or to remain. The Father Provincial, Johann Schreiber, tried
to dissuade Middendorff from accepting the opportunity owCf. Gerard Deconne, S,J., La Obra de los Jesuitas Me.,icanos durante /a Epoca Colonial,
1572-1767 (Mexico, 1941), II, p. 428, note 9, where mention is made of the visita of the
Bishop ,EIizacoaechea to San Ignacio, where the missionaries provided him with the
records of baptisms, marriages, and burials. In that year, 1737, Bac had'six visitas, one
of them being Tucson.
However, at the time of Middendorff's arrival in Sonora it was decided to change
the status of Tucson from that of visita to mission. The question then arises, when was
Mission San Augustin de Tucson founded ?
Decorme, ibid., 443, thinks that the endowment for the abandoned Mission of Son6ita
was used to establish a mission at Tucson; Father Middendorff was sent there to begin
the work and, adds Decorme, "conservamos au carta original de entrada y fundaci6n
de 3 Marzo 1757." Peter M. Dunne, S.J., Jacobo Sede/mayr, 'Missionary, Frontiersman.
E.,p/orer, in Arizona and Sonora. Four Original Manuscript Narratives, 17U-1751 (Arizona Pioneers' Historical Society, 1955), p. 12, evidently following Deconne, 'writes:
" . . • Tucson in Arizona was founded on March 3, 175,7__ by Father Bernard Middendorf
and his original letter of its establishment lies in the Mexican Jesuit Archives."
There'is a copy of the letter in question in the University of San Francisco archives.
Through the efforts of George B. Eckhart, a copy was secured and translated by Arthur
Gardiner, as noted above (note 8), and the translation of the letter as well as a brief
article about it appeared in the Tucson Daily Citizen, November 20, 1956. The letter
concerns mainly Middendorff's experiences as field chaplain with Governor Mendoza
prior to the time that Middendorff became missionary at Tucson, ,although he was Its
missionary at the time he penned the letter. The letter mentions that times are hard
at Tucson and that there is ~ shortage of beef, which Father Caspar [Stieger] of San
Ignacio had been supplying him. Middendorff says he would have, written sooner [to
the procurator in Mexico] had there been someone available to deliver a letter. The
point is, nothing is said about the founding of Mission Tucson in this letter of 3 March
1757.
In the 'fagebuck (note 8, above) Middendorff tells us that he arrived at Tucson
the day before Epiphany, 1757. Hence, the founding of Mission Tucson must have taken
place sometime in January, probably at the time the first Mass ,was celebrated. See
below, p, 316 'fo~ Middendorff's own description of his short tour of duty in TUCBon.
5. Cf. T. E. Treutlein, "Non.Spanish Jesuits in Spain's American Colonies" in
Gfoeater America: E.says in Honor Of Herbert Eugene Bo/ton (Berkeley, 1945).
6. The material which follows, pp. 812-17, is derived mainly from Middendorff's
Tagebuck.
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ing to the latter's frail health; he had suffered several times
from hematemesis. However, Middendorff elected to go.
On Easter Day in 1755 he found himself in Spain, and
on that day was informed that his mission area was to be in
the Kingdom of New Spain. It was not until he had arrived
in Sonora and was temporarily at Mission San Ignacio that
he l~arned about his future assignment to be the missionary
at a new mission, Tucson. This was in the year 1757, perhaps
in the month of January. 7
Father Middendorff's j6urney from .central Europe to
northwest Mexico had been a travel experience both lengthy
and arduous; but it was also for him a time of preparation for
the work he would have to do as a missionary. Certain details
of the journey, now to be examined, bear out the latter conclusion. The beginning of the journey was a renunciation of
a part of Middendorff's life - a farewell to relatives and
friends and, one may say, even to Western civilizati.on.
"On 29 May [1754] Itook leave of the Jesuit house [near
Munster]," says Middendorff, "and bade farwell to the
Father Provincial [J. Schreiber], and to the Father Hector
Distendorff, and to the rest of the fathers there. Then I pro.;.
ceeded via Warendorf to Vechte where I arrived on the first
day of June and said goodbye to my dear father, my sii>ters,
relatives and friends." From Vechte Middendorff went to
Cologne where he was provided by the procurator of the
province with travel money sufficient to reach Genoa and also
the monies for necessary books, linen, and clothing. '
In Siegburg he was joined by Father Ignaz Pfefferkorn,
and in Wurzburg by Fathers Michael Gerstner and Joseph
7. -San Ignacio'is situated slightly west of the Nogales-to-Hermosillo highway, about
, thirty'miles south of Nogales.
The subjeet of establishing new missions was being mooted in Deeember, 1756.
Decorme, ibid., p.- 443, note 29, states that the original -letter at Ysleta of P. Jacobo
Sedelmayr, minister of Tecoripa, dated at Matape where S~delmayr was on a visita,'
addressed to the Father Procurator, Anton Johann Balthasar, 6 December 1756, speaks
of there having a~rived ~t Matape Fathers Middendortf and Hlava a:nd of the 'later
arrival of three others, Getzner [sic], Kurtzel, and Paver. At the time the letter was
written these five 'were at San Ignacio. The governor had restored San Javier Bac [sic]
'to P. Espinosa who' had taken refuge in Tubac, and Middendorfi' had gone with the
troops as far as the Gila River. "It is difficult to designate a mission for the new missionaries," writes Sed.'elmayr, Hand a garrison is necessary on the Rio Gila." In" this
same letter, though Father Deeorme does not quote the item, there is evidently reference
to the plan of occupying "the advanced places of Tucson and Quiburi."
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Och. These men now composed a 'quartette of traveling companions who went together all the way to Sonora missions
with the exception of one leg of.the journey.s
In Augsburg these future missionaries went shopping.
, They purchased, says Middendorff, knives, rings, mirrors,
scissors, Jews' harps, needles, rosaries, beads, and other
trinkets. Such articles were said to interest the American native; according to the reports of overseas missionaries whose
letters had been read and discussed at table in the various
Jesuit eS,tablishments of Europe. 9
Later, when,they had reached Spain, Middendorff and the
others lived for year in the Jesuit hospice in Puerto de
Santa Maria, the port of Cadiz. Here they mingled with
fellow-workers in the field; here they studied the Spanish
language. 1o One would wish for a record of some of the conversations that were had in this travel lodge about the voyage
to New Spain, the land journey to Pimeria Alta, the life in
the missions; Such oral history is lacking, but we know that
by accident or by design a year was spent in Puerto de Santa
Maria - with some opportunities to travel elsewhere in the
country - which could be counted as an apprentice year in
travel and mission lore.
After a long sea voyage which had begun on December 24,
1755, and had ended with the securing of the ships on the
great bronze rings of Fortress San Juan de U1l6aat Vera

a

13. On a single page of the Libra de Bautiz7M8 de la. Mision de San Y gnaci/}, Manuscript, Bancroft Library, appear the names of Bernardo' Middendorft', 31 October 1756,
Pfefferkorn. 4 December, Och. 5 December, and Gerstner. 8 December, as well as those
of Francisco Hlawa and Gaspar Stiger. Father Stiger had hispanicized his to the extent
shown (it was Caspar Stieger). Middendorff and Hlawa had hispanicized their ,first
names. Middendorff in later years frequently dropped one f in his name. ,The members
of the "quartette" all worked in Sonora missions. All were ':lnhapvy participants in the
Jesuit expulsion; and all survived, not only the journey back to Spain bht also house
arrest for' a number of years in Spain (with the exception of Och who was sent directly
home). All finally reached home after their release from Spain.
9. The letters of JesuitS to relatives. friends, and to their colleagues in the colleges
of Europe form a very important body of travel literature. Some of these letters have
been collecte,d and published. One such collection is the work known as Ver neue WeltBatt. For example, three of Middendorff's own letters' are to be found in this collection;
namely, numbers 755, 756. and' 757.
10. To the Latin-trained Jesuits, Spanish posed no difficulties: Father Joseph Och,
Reports (p. 9 of typescript being prepared for publication), says of the Spanish language,: uIt is qasy to learn. because the pronunciation differs very little'from the written
form. He who knows' Latin can· in twenty-four days learn to understand spoken Spanish
and C8.D. read the necessary books. In four months.he can speak the Ianguage.~'
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Cruz on March 19, 1756, Middendorff and his companions
enjoyed a rest stop. One of the officials who bade them welcome in Vera Cruz was Senor Tienda de Cuervo, Governor of
Vera Cruz, who later followed them to Sonora to become the
governor of that province. 11
From Ver~ Cruz Middendorff rode to Mexico via Jalapa
and Puebla de los Angeles. The subsequent journey he made
from Mexico. to Sonora took him via Guadalajara, Tepic;
Mazatlan, and coastal I?oints north, whereas the other members of the original "quartette," who had been temporarily
delayed in Puebla, went to Sonora over the plateau, moving
west through the mountains just south of Chihuahua.
. Father Middendorff now tells in his own words about his
assignment to the Tucson mission:
We spent four months in going from Mexico to Sonora.
The distance, however, from Mexico to Pimeria Alta, or to the
limit of Christendom, is six hundred or more leagues. After
overcoming many dangers from raging rivers, rough roads,
precipitous mountains, and poisonous animals, from frequent
changes in the air and ·excessive heat, we arrived in September
1756 in M:itape, a mission in Sonora among the Lower Pimas
where Father David Borio, a native of Turin in Savoy, received
us ·with ali conceivable affection.
Diarrhoea had spread among us, causing blisters or
vesicles which burn the whole body with pain, and we were
forced to halt for several days. After a stop -of three weeks we
continued our journey to Ures (among the Lower Pimas)
where Father Philippus Segesser, from Lucerne in Switzerland, welcomed us with equal tokens of affection. From Utes
we continued under heavy guard of loyal Indians and Spaniards~ because of the attacks of Seris which had occurred, to
Pimeria Alta and Father Caspar Stieger, former minister in
Switzerland and now missionary in the mission of San Ignacio,
so'·as to procede from there to those places which our superiors
would designate.
In November the Spanish soldiers took the field -against
11. Middendorff. Tagebuch. refers to this man as Tienda de Cuervo.; he was·a
Hollander by birth. ·had studied at Mecheln; and had served the Spanish king for fifteen
years. His name in German was Krahenwinkel'-crow's nook-and the Spanish f~rm
was a translation of this.
The Spanish Governors of Sonora during Middendorff's time -there were Juan de
Mendoza. 1755-60. Jose Tienda de Cuervo. 1761-63. and Juan de Pineda. 1763-1770...
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the savages and barbarians and I was named army chaplain.t 2
After ,a' campaign of three months Tucson (in Pimeria Alta)
was named as my future mission. This place is situated five
leagues north of Mission San Xavier del Bac.t 3 Some few Indians who had been !baptized by Father Alonso Espinosa at
San Xavier lived at Tucson among the heathen and the unconverted. It had been decided to found a new mission at Tucson
to support and instruct those who were already Christians and
to bring others who were not into the Christian belief. I went
among them the day before Epiphany in 1757 14 with ten soldiers for my security. I gave them gifts of dried meat to win
their good-will and in this way attracted about seventy families which were scatt~red in the brush and hills.
I had neither house nor church and in the first days had to
sleep under the open sky until I was able to erect a brush and
willow hut for a lodging, five ells long, three wide, and two and
a half high. I celebrated Mass under a matting or cover of
rushes and reeds which had been raised on four poles in the
field. Because I had not yet learned their language I had' at
first to instruct [the natives] through ,an interpreter. '
I was fond oflmy catechumens and. they reciprocated'my
affection with, gifts of birds eggs and 'wild fruits. But our
mutual contentment did not last long because in the following
May [1757]
were attacked in the night by about five hundred savage heathen and had to withdraw as best we could.
I with my soldiers and various families ,fled to Mission San
Xavier del Bac where we arrived at daybreak.

we

So ended abruptly the Mission of San Augustin de Tucson,
and so departed precipitously T1.icson'sfirst pioneer after a
12. That is, in the expedition led by the Governor, Juan de Mendoza, described in
the letter of 3 March 1757 '(notes 3 and 4, above). The governor later participated in
another expedition, was wounded by a Seri a~ow, and -died of the poison inflicted in
the wound.
13. In general, one should be warned to avoid taking statements about distances
too literally. A Spanish league equals roughly four kil~meters (i.e., 4.190 meters). Nicolas
de LaFora who visited southern Arizona in 1767 made the following observation:
" . . . el pueblo de Tucson, que dista veintiun legUM al norte de Tubac y cinco de San
Javier del Bac que Ie precede, ambos habitados por indios pimas altos, administrados
por un misionero que era de Ia Compania y los mas avanzados de tod'" Ia frontera, por
los que se mantiene en ellos un pequeno destacamento de soldados y un cabo de la
compania de Tubac • '. ." He also stated that the distance from Tucson to the Gila·
River was fifty leagues. See Nicolas de LaFora., Relacion del Viaie' que hizo a 10.
Presidio. Internos situados en la frontera de la America Septentnon,,'!. Perteneciente 0,1
Rey de Espana. Vito Alessio Robles, ed. (Mexico, P. Robredo, 1939), P. 155. Father J.
N entwig, Description, considered the distance between Tucson and Bac to be· three
leagues; and located Tucson at 34'N. lat., 263'W. long.
14. Thus, on 5 January 1757.
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short residence of some four months. We consider in brief
what now became of Father Middendorff.
Next [he writes] I was overcome by hematemesis along
with a persistent fever, wherefore my superiors sent me to
Saric (among the Upper Pimas) where I met with Christians,
though to be sure they were rebellious and treacherous. I was
among them for fourteen months and had to look after four villages i~ a distance of seven to eight hours. Because I was constantly vexed with the fever and my strength failed to the
point that my life was endangered I was sent to Batuco more
than one hundred hours to the south, so that a change of air
and a better way of living among the Indians would restore my
health. And I did now encounter a healthy air and pious and
gentle Indians of the Eudeve nation.
Father Alexander Rapicani was l detached from this mission because of illness and sent to Matape; he had begun the
building of a beautiful church, which I completed. After three'
years Father Rapicani was again in good health. Thereupon,
he returned to 'his Batuco mission and I went to Mobas in
Pimeria Baja, about seventy hours south of Batuco, because
the missionary there, Father Franziskus Franko, had died.
And in this mission I remained until the year 1767 when on St.
James' Day the decree of banishment of the Jesuits descended
upon. us and all had to leave.
.

,

The missionaries of Pimeria Alta and Baja California,
fifty-one in aU, were assembled at Matape, marched to Guaymas, and taken by ship from there to San BIas. Leaving San
BIas they crossed Mexico to Vera Cruz, and then sailed via
Havana to Spain. The entire journey from Sonora to Spain,
including all.stops because of illness or for resting, occupied
about twenty-three months. They had left Matape on August
25, 1767, and had sailed into the Port of Cadiz on July 10,
1769. Middendorff, along with many of his colleagues, now
remained in Spain under house arrest for a number of years,
but eventually his release Wl;lS effected through intercession
for him by no less a personage than Empress Maria Theresa.
It may be that a letter which ,the sisters of Middendorff
wrote to the King of Spain also had something to do with his
release. They begged that their beloved brother be returned
to them and expressed their readiness to pay his travel costs.
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Concernirigthe happy reunion of the missionary with members of his family we have no record; his diary closes with the
words: "The 29th of October [1776] I arrived in Bayonne.
• • •"15 Tucson's first pioneer was on his way home.
15. Part III of the Middendorfi' diary is an excellent account, at times very moving,
of the Jesuit expulsion. The information about the appeal made by Middendorfl"s sisters
for their brother's release is found in J. B. Mundwiler, 8.J., "Deutsche Jesuiten in
spanischen Gefiingnissen im 18. Jahrhundert," Zeitschrift filr katholische Theowgie
(lnnsbruck, 1902).

THE JANOS, JOCOMES, MANSOS AND SUMAS
INDIANS

By JACK DOUGLAS· FORBES *
~

his Memorial of 1630, Father Alonso de Benavides remarks that in order to travel from Parral to New Mexico
one must pass through the lands of several Indian tribes,
among them being the Sumas and Hanos and other very
ferocious· tribes. 1 This is the first mention of the Hanos or
Janos in Spanish documentary material, and it is rather in-.
teresting since, in a later period, the Janos were always
located far to the northwest of the Parral-New Mexico route.
The next mention of the Janos is in connection with the
general revolt of the tribes of northern Chihuahua which
occurred in 1684. By that date a mission, Nuestra Senora de
Ii Soledad de los Janos, had been established; however, its
location is" in doubt. According to Charles W. Hackett and
Charmion C. Shelby, Soledad ". . . among the Janos Indians . . ." was located about seventy leagues to the. southwest of El Paso,2 thus in the vicinity of the later presidio of
Janos. However, Peter P. Forrestal, in a· note attached to
Benavides' Memorial of 1630, asserts that La Soledad de los
Janos was near San Francisco de los Sumas. 3 The latter mission was only a few leagues from El Paso. After the 1680's,
however, the place-name of Janos definitely comes to be attached to the area of the presidio in western Chihuahua, and
the Janos Indians seem to adhere to that same general
vicinity.4
The entire territory supposedly occupied by the Janos
was also occupied by the Sumas, and much later by the

I

N

* Graduate Student" in History, "University of Southern California.
1. Alonso de Benavides, Memorial of 1690, tr. by Peter P." Forrestal (Washington:
Academy of American Franciscan History, 1954), p. 9.
2. Charles W. Hackett and Charmion C. Shelby, Tr. and Ed., Revolt of the Pueblo
Indians and Otermins AUempted Reconquest. 1680·1682 (Albuquerque: University of
New Mexico Press, 1942), p. ·~xviii.
.
3. Benavides, op. cit., pp. 10-11 note.
4. In 1683, the Mendoza-Lopez expedition noted a place called Nuestra Senora de
la Soledad in Suma territory along the Rio Grande "River; this further confounds the
Janos and the Suma, of course.
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Apaches. The early Franciscans and Jesuits in Sonora and
in the Casas Grandes area do riot mention, the Janos at all.
On the contrary, the entire ~rea north and east of the Opatel-fa (Opata-land) was said to be occupied by the Sumas of
the north and the Sumas of the east. In the 1640's and'1650's
many of these wild Sumas were partially missionized by the
fathers of Sonora, and in the 1660's missions were established for them at Casas Grandes, Qarretas, Torreon and San
F,rancisco de los Sumas near El Paso. The location of Carretas seems to have been on or near the Rio Carretas which is
north of the presidio and town of Janos. The Rudo Ensayo
definitely /assigns Carretas
the Suma nation. 5 Thus it i's
clear that the area known by the place':name "Janos" ~as
well withil). the territory of the Sumas.
An explanation may well be that "Janos" refers to a
locality, or village, and that the Janos Indians were Sumas
who lived in the vicinity of, or at, "Janos." This explanation
is borne out by the fact tp.at Father Eusebio Kino speaks of
the Rocomes, Xanos Sumas, Mansos and Apaches and then a
little later speaks of the Rocomes, Sumas, ··Mansosand
Apaches. 6 It is possible that Kino meant to place a comma
between Xanos and Sumas; however, the fact that he doesn't
mention the Xanos at all, but only the Sumas, a few lines
hiter, would seem to indicate that he really meant the Sumas
qf Janos. At any rate, this is only a clue, for Kino 'at other
times refers to the Janos and Sumas as if they were separate
groups.
The evidence is overwhelming, however, that the Sumas
and the Janos occupied the same territory
during the period
/
1630-1684. In August, 1680, two Jumas (Sumas) Indians
were arrested for plotting a revolt and the cause of the
trouble was a mulatto who was on the Rio de los Janos. (The
Mulatto servant had cut off an Indian's ears, it seems.) In
other words, we find Sumas Indians 'causing trouble on the

to

,

5.

Rudo Ensayo, tr. by Eusebio Guiteras (Tucson: Arizona Silhouettes, 1951), p.

115.
6. Eusebio Kino, Las'MiirioneB de Sonora y Arizona (Mexico: Editorial "Cultura,"
1918-1922), p. 61.
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Rio deJos Janos, thus confirming the view that the area of
Janos, i. e., the area of the Janos Indians, was occupied in
1680, as in the 1640's and 1650's, by Sumas Indians.
After the general revolt of the 1680's, the Sumas\gradually disappear from the westerri half of Chihuahua. The Janos
Indians continue to be mentioned until 1710, although references to them are sparse after 1701. In 1706 a "new conversion of the Xanos" in the EI Paso area is mentioned, but,
generally, after the 1680's, the Janos are located in association with the j ocomes in the Chiricahua Mountain area of
southeastern Arizona. In all probability the Janos Indiaris,
i. e., the Sumas of the Janos River area, retired to the north
after the failure of their revolt of 1684-1686. Thus they were
generally known as "Janos" until the early 1700's, gradually
merging into the Chiricahua Apache (along with the Jocomes) after about 1710. The fact that the Sumas cease to be
mentioned in western Chihuahua after 1698 or so may possibly be explained by the fact that those who remained in
revolt were called by other names, i. e., Apaches, Janos arid
Jocomes, and that those who made peace and were missionized merged into the Hispano-MexiCan population and lost
their tribal identity.
The problem of determining the tribal identity of the
J ailOs is intimately connected with the problem of identifying
the group known variously as the Ojocome, Hocome, Jocome,
Jocomes, Joc~mis, and Jacones. Unlike the Janos the jocomes
were generally assigned a definite homeland, it being the territory between the Sobaipuris settlements of the San Pedro
River valley and the Chiricahua Mountains, and between the
Gila River valley and the northern border of Opateria.
The J ocomes are first mentioned in c.onneCtiori with the
general revolt of 1684-1686, despite the fact that both Fran-'
ciscans and Jesuits had been in northern Sonora and Chihuahua from the 1640's. For forty years, instead of the
'Jocomes one finds that the Sumas or the Sumas of the north
are the next group above Opateria. Fray Alegre reports in
- 1649 or 1650, for example, that the Suma or Yuma, ". . . a
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numerolis and fierce nation, had kept in continuous unrest the
Franciscan missionaries who were laboring in the district of
Tetiricachi."7 In 1653, or thereabouts, it was reported that
the Cuquiarachi-Teuricachi':'Huachinera district (in other
words, northern Opateria) was bordered both on the north
and on the east by the Sumas. It is further stated that the
". . . Suma of the north are being reached by the light of
the Gospel with our entry into. Teuricachi . . . ,"8 thus
clearly implying that Opateria was bordered by Sumas on the
north, i.e., in what was·to be Jocome territory by the 1680's.
Thus the J ocome proble,m is similar to that of the Janos,
both being involved with the Suma. An explanation may well
be that the Sumas of the north simply became known as the
J ocomes, the Sumas of the east became known as the Janos, .
and the Sumas of the EI Paso-Rio Grande area continued to
be known as Sumas. However, it is also pQssible that the
Sumas of the north were effectively missionized in Opata villages, and that the Jocomes drifted southward into the aboriginal Sumas territory. The likelihood of this latter possibility is minimized by other evidence, as we shall see.
In the 1680's, 1690's and early 1700's, the Jocomes were
always closely assoCiated with the Janos, Apaches,and Sumas
in warfare against the Spanish and their allie~ in Sonora
and Chihuahua. In fact, the J ocomes are almost always cou~
pled with the Janos and the Apache. Francisco del Castillo
Betancourt, in a letter of July 16, 1686, makes this union
(with the Janos) complete when he says that he had an interpreter for Jano and Ojocome " . . . all of which is one language."9 Thus it can be established that the Janos (i.e., the
Sumas, if the foregoing explanation is correct) and the
J ocomes were of the same linguistic affinity.
The J ocomes, as was previously stated, occupied the territory directly north of Opateria, east of the San Pedro River
valley and had their chief headquarters in the Chiricahua
7. Carl Sauer, "The Distribution of Aboriginal Tribes and Languages in North
·Western Mexico," in Ibero-Americana, Vol. V (Berkeley: University of California
Press, 1934), p. 70.
8. Ibid., p. 71, quoted from the Relacion del Estado of the missions mentioned.
9. Ibid., p. 75. The letter is from the Parral Archives.
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Mountains. In 1695, Kino reports that, in order to reach
Pimeria Alta, the garrison of Xanos had to pass through the
lands of the Hocomes and Xanos and that ". . . in those
lands, in the Serro de Chiguicagui, they found almost all the
spoils of . . . many robberies
[and that] among these
Hocomes were found the spoils
" of' a Spanish soldier
who had been their prisoner. lO The Sierra of Chiricahua continued to be a stronghold of the Jocome until the early 1700's
when it became an Apache stronghold.
Teniente don Cristobal Martin Bernal, in thereport of his
expedition to the San Pedro River, valley in 1697, definitely
locates several Jocome villages to the east of that valley. One
of them was due east of Aribabia (Arivaipa) and had been
abandoned. Another had been located up the valley of Babicoida where a group of Sobaipuris had been living in common with the J ocome,u This'is interesting because the territory so described was, at a later date, the home of the Apache,
and more significantly of the Chiricahua Apache.' The latter
were so-called because they had their major stronghold in
the Chiricahua Mountains, as did the Jocome. Thus it would
seem plausible that the J ocome were the Chiricahua and that
the latter name, along with Apache, simply came to replace
"Jocome" after 1710 or thereabouts.
If this explanation is correct, that is, if the Jocome were
Apache, then the Janos would also be an Athabascan-speaking group and, probably, the Sumas would be one as well.
Since it has commonly been thought, by Carl Sauer and
others, that the Sumas were non-Athabascan, it would be
well to examine this problem still further.
In 1698, Captain de la Fuente ofthe presidio of Janos carried on peace negotiations with the united J ano and J ocome
and with some Sumas. De la Fuente remarks that ". . . otherwise they have relations only with two other rancherias of
Apache, who also desire to make peace." The word "other"
implies that the above tribes w~re also Apache; but de la
10. Eusebio 'Kino, Historical Memoir of Pimeria Alta, ed. by Herbert E. Bolton
(Cleveland: Arthur H. Clark Company, 1919), Vol. I, p. 145.
11. Fernando Ocaranza, Parva Cronica de la Sierra Madre 'II las Pimerias (Mexico: Editorial Stylo, 1942), p. 40.
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Fuente goes on to add that a deerskin was produced by a
J ocome as a peace token. The \deerskin was variously decorated and was sent by". . . the chief of his nation and those
of the J ano, Suma, Manso, Apache . . ." and others. On the
deerskins were designs representing six tiendas of the
Apache nation and 120 marks painted in the mode of wigwams (jacales) in four divisions to represent four villages of
Janos,iJacomes, "Mansos" and Sumas. 12 This is significant
since the ceremonial deerskin was, and is, used frequently by
the southern Athabascan tribes.
The id~ntity of the Jocome with the Chiricahua Apache is
definitely established, however, by the fact that Jocome appears to be a Spanish derivation from the Apache name of
one of the c'hiricahua bands, the precise band which occupied the same territory assigned to the J ocome.' This group
of Apache called themselves Cho-kon-nen or Cho-:kon-e. The
Spanish commonly substituted the letters X, Hand J for
the gutteral Indian CH and thus Chokone would have been
rendered Hokone, Xokone or J ocone. 13 This corresponds
closely with the Hispanic, J acone and J ocome. Thus the
Jocome and the Jano are established as being Athabascanspeaking people. _
It has been shown previously that the Sumas were counfounded with the Janos, and that the latter probably were
a local branch of the SU!llas. Likewise it has been shown that
the Sumas were confounded with the Jocomes. Therefore~ it
would seem likely, at this point, that the Sumas were also
an Athabascan':'speaking group. However, an examination of
this problem will be dealt with sUb.sequently.
The Mansos have already been mentioned in connection
with the foregoing tribes with whom they were in 'close alliance during the 1680's and 1690's. The fact that the Mansos
'12. Carl Sauer, op. cit., pp. 75-76.
13. For example, we find the word Jumano being rendered variously Choma,
Chomas, Xumano, Xumanes, Jumano, Jumanes etc. See Herbert E. Bolton, uThe
Jumano Indians in Texas, 1650-1771," in Texas Historical Quarterly, Vol. XV, No. I,
July 1911, p. 77, and France V. Scholes and H. P. Mera, "Some Aspects of the Jumano
Problem," in Contributions to American Anthropology and History (Washington, D. C.:
Carnegie Institution of Washington, 1940), Vol. VI, pp. 265-299.
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were always closely involved with the J ocomes, Janos, Sumas
and Apaches might be enough to link them with the latter;
however, because it has commonly been supposed that they
were non~Athabascan, more evidence is necessary.
The Mansos appear to have inhabited the Rio Grande
River valley from the area of El Paso north to Las Cruces.
They may have been known in 1582 by the name "Tampachoa," however, the first positive mention of them is by
Juan de Onate. He referred :to them as Mansos because of
the Indians' attempt at saying that they 'were friends and
peaceful. Thus "Manso" was never a tribal name and was
evidently used to refer to only a few rancherias of Indians
in the El Paso area. 14 Benavides, in 1630, described these
Indians as being nomadic and non-agricultural.. Thus, cul-'
turally, the Mansos .were set off from the Pueblo tribes and
from the Uto-Aztecans of northern Mexico and were related
to the nomadic Athabascans.
Missionary work among the El Paso natives was attempted several times. In 1659 Nuestra Senora de Guadalupe de los Mansos was established. It appears, that the
natives were gradually "civilized" until the 1680's. In 1Q841686 the Mansos became involved in the general northern
revolt and are mentioned as being allies of the Janos, J 0":'
comes, Apaches and Sumas until at least 1698.
.r
Aside from-the fact that the Mansos were allIed culturally
and militarily' with the Athabascans, we have only a few
indication~ regarding their ethnic affinity. Two letters of
Governor Vargas of New Mexico, written from EI Paso in
1691 and 1692, are significant. Vargas says that the Sumas,
the rancheria of Mansos under-their captain who was called
"El Chiquita,", and the Apaches of the Sierra de Gila were
the greatest trouble-makers in the vicinity of EI Paso., He
further·.states that "all [Cif the above tribes] were in communication with the Mansos, who had left when the presidio
was established at El Paso in 1683, but who had since been
14. Bandelier held that the Manso were originally from Las Cruces and were
moved to El Paso during missionization. However, Benavides and Onate (1630 and
1598) clearly show that the Mansos were living at El Paso in aboriginal times.
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converted .. and settled near the church of San Francisco
de los Mansos, 8 or 9 leagues from EI Paso. The Apaches often
visited them in groups of 2, 4 and 6, and it was quite customary for them to inter-marry, as. was also the case with
the Sumas. The Sumas of Guadalupe and Ojito were the
scourge of the entire region." 15
The above statement of Vargas not only reveals that a
very close relationship existed between the Apaches, Mansos
and Sumas, but it also mentions San Francisco de los Mansos
(which earlier was known as San Francisco de los Sumas)
and the Sumas of Guad?-lupe, which place was previously a
Mansos mission. Thus it seems that the Sumas and Mansos
were confounded with each other in 1692.
Of more significance is a letter of Father Marcos de
Loyola of Chinapa (Sonora) to Vargas written in 169l.
Father Loyola asked for help in pacifying the hostile J ocomes,
Janos and Sumas, but more significantly he asked ". . . for
one or two Manso India'ns from EI Paso. These had authority
over the Janos and J ocomes. Two Spanish-speaking Mansos
might be used to advantage on embassies of peace to negotiate with the enemy. On March 20, six Mansos with provisions
and beasts of burden were on their way to Chinapa." They
reached Janos on April 16, 1691, and ". . . with their assistance itwas discovered that the Apaches of the Sierra de Gila,
confederates of the Janos, Jocomes, Pimas, Sobas and Sumas
were the trouble-makers." The Mansos ". . . were unable to
negotiate with the uncompromising Apaches, and the plan
to use them as mediators was abandoned."16
The above information is, of course, good evidence that
the Manso language was Athabascan. Father Loyola and the
other Spaniards se.em to have felt that any Manso, so long as
he spoke Spanish, could be used. Thus, either all Mansos were
bilingual in the several Indian dialects or else the dialects
of the Jocomes, Janos, Sumas and Gila Apaches were close to,
or identical with, Manso. The statement by Father Loyola
15. Jose Manuel Espinosa, "The Legend of Sierra Azul,"
Historical Review, Vol. IX, No.2, April, 1934, pp. 127-128.
16. Ibid., P. 129.
.
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that the Mansos had authority over the Janos and Jocome
clearly implies a tribal relationship. We may conclude that
the Mansos, along with the Janos and J ocomes, were of Athabascan stock. .
~The evidence seems to link the Mansos with the Sumas as
well as with the Janos, Jocomes and Apaches, and it may
be possible that the Mansos were simply Sumas living in the
EI Paso' area; If this is the case, then the Rio Grande Sumas
may well be ail Athabascan group since the Sumas of Sonora
and western Chihuahua have already been linked with the
J ocomes and Janos. Kino gives some evidence in support of
this when he wrote, in 1698, that for more than fifteen years
the " . . . joconies, janos, yumas mansos y apaches . . ." had
made war upon SonoraY Now the question is - wh~t does
Kino mean by yumas mansos? He may mean Sumas who are
tame or missionized, but this is unlikely if they have been
waging war for fifteen years. 'In
probability it refers to
Sumas who are also caIled Mansos (in EI Pasb?), thus link-'
ing the two groups together. 18
It is also clear that "yumas mansos" is no error in punctuationsince the same phrase is used elsewhere by Kino and
others. In a letter from Kino to Father'-Visitor Horacio Policithe former states that he hopes to get a Pima~Sobaipuris
alliance against not only the ". . . j acon,es indians, but also
their allies the janos, the apaches and the yumas mans/os."19
Material from the ArchiVo General de la Nacion in Mexico
corroborates this. The material reports that "It makes fifteen
years that the jacones indians, janos, apaches, the yumas indians named mansos [ympas titulados mansos], maintain
their hostility, their robberies . . ." etc. 20 This indicates that
the Sumas referred to were known as Mansos for it would

all

17. Eus~bio Kino, HBreve Relacion," in Documentos Para La Hi8tori~ de Mexico
(Mexico: Vicente Garcia Torres, 1856),.Tomo Primero, Tercera Serie, p. 810.
18. The name "Yumas" was used in the 1600's to refer.to the Sumas. [The Yuma
Indians of the Colorado River were never known as such until the 1690's.] Alegre, in
1649 or 1650, refers to "the Suma, or, according to other m~nuscripts, Yuma . ! ."
(See Sauer, op. cit., p. 70). The Sumas were also known as the Zuma and Juma at
variou\1 times.
19. Fernando Ocaranza, Parva C,ronica de la Sierra Madre y las Pimerias, P. 66.
From "Cartas del Kino al P. Visitador d. Horacio Polici, MS. T. 16-AGN-Historia,"
. 20. Ocaranza, ibid., p. 53.
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hardly make sense to translate tJ1e passage as "the yumas
indians named (or entitled) tame." At any rate, when coupled with the other evidence, the above indicates a connection
.
between th~- Sumas and the Mknsos.
Evidence has already been presented which leads one to
suspect that the Sumas were an Athabascan-speaking people
closely associated with the Apaches, Janos, Jocomes and
Mansos, and if it were not for the fact that Carl Sauer,
France V. Scholes and others have supposed tliat they were
Uto-Aztecan the discussion might weIl end here. However,
the arguments and evidence of Sauer and Scholes must be
considered since these two scholars have done much work in
the north Mexican'-New Mexican area.
Carl Sauer's argument is hisforical in nature and rests
primarily upon the reports of the Espejo expedition of 1582.
The latter group traveled to the junction of the Conchos and
Rio Grande rivers and thence along the Texas side of the latter river to the El Paso area. The several accounts differ
in detail (i.e., the Luxan account and the Espejo account) ;
however, one can gather a certain amount of fairly reliable
information. It seems that after leaving the territory of the
Tobosos,21 the party reached a group of Indians, housed in
five settlements, known variously as the Patarabueys, the
Otomaoco and, by Espejo, the Jumanos. The group th~n traveled some forty or forty-five leagues up the Texas bank of the
Rio Grande, meeting various groups of Otomaoco or related
Indians. Then followed eight leagues through Caguetes or
Caguase territory (a group related, it seems, to· the Otbmaoco) and thence ten leagues to the territory of a different
group, the Tanpachoa.
Sauer reasons that since the Conchos Indians lived along
the Conchos River to its junction with the Rio Grande at a
later time, and since the Espejo-Luxan records indicate the
21. The Tobosos have been classified tentatively as Athabascan. If this is correct
then the Sauer-Scholes Uto-Aztecan theory would be rather difficult to accept because
it would place a Uto-Aztecan group in the middle of Athabascan territory. Since these
groups were nomadic, such a situation would be difficult to account for.
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same language group at the junction and for some fifty
leagues up the Rio Grande, the people, i.e., the Sumas and the
Jumanos, who later lived pn the Rio Grande below EI Paso,
must have been linguistic relatives of the Conchos. Actually
very little is known of the Conchos, but three words (for
corn, water and each other) which have been recorded indicate aUto-Aztecan affinity.22 From this, Sauer concludes that
the Patarabueys-Otomaoco, the J umanos and the Suma were
probably Uto-Aztecan. 23
Th-e above argument fails, however, because the Patarabueys-Otomaoco lived at the junction of the Rio Grande and
the Conchos, rivers, all(~ along the Texas bank of the former
for some fifty leagues. The Sumas on the other hand lived on
the Chihuahua bank and did not reside near the junction, as
far as is known. It seems that both Scholes and Sauer assume
that after sixty leagues of travel, the Espejo group was in,
the EI Pasq' area; however, Alonso de Posada (1686) gives.
the distance from Guadalupe (EI Paso) to the junction as
100 leagues, and this is confirmed by oth,er sources. 24 Thus
the Espejo group was only half-way to EI Paso when it left
Otomaoco territory. In other words, the -territory of the Otomaoco does in no way correspond to Sumas territory as it
was commonly known. Rather, the Tanpachoa may be said to
have lived on that part of the Texas bank which was opposite
~ the Sumas side of the Chihuahua bank. Thus, in all probabil'ity-, if any of these early groups relate to the Sumas it would
be the Tanpachoa, and even Sauer indicates that the latter
had a different language and culture from the Otomaoco. 25
Sauer, however, maintains that the Sumas were merely
western Jumanos, and by relating the Jumanos to the UtoAztecans he links the Sumas to that linguistic family. The
Jumano problem is too complex to be dealt with fully here,
but the question cannot be ignored, and the connection between the Jumano and the Suma should be examined.
,

22. A. L. Kroeber, "Uta-Aztecan Languages of Mexico," in ·Ibero-AmerictLna. Vol.
VIII, 1934, PP. 13-15. Kroeber says that none' of the known Suma and Jumanos words
are u • • • p'atently Uto-Aztecan."
Sauer, op. cit., pp. 68-69.
24. Alonso de Parades, "Utiles y Curiosas Noticias del Nuevo Mexico," in Doc'Umento8 Para La, Historia de Mexico, Ope cit., Torno Primero, Tercera Serie, p. 213.
Sauer, op cit., p. 66.

23.

'25.
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It seems that Espejo links the Jumano of the Pecos River
(a buffalo-hunting
group
living in wigwams)
with the Oto.
I
'"
maoco-Patarabueys of the junction area while Luxan maintai~s a distinction between the two. It is certain that, culturally, the two groups were distinct, and since Luxan and
Espejo disagree it is hard to see how the Jumano can be
said to be Uto-Aztecan, especially since the word "Jumario"
was later used to refer to peoples speaking Piro, Athabascan
or Yuman, and possiblyCaddoan dialects. Likewise, the connection between the Sumas and the Jumano is rather slim.
The Spanish occasionally referred to a group known as the
Sumaha or Zumana and Sauer attempts to show that Suma
and Jumano are forms of the same word. Such may be the
case; however, until the Jumano are identified and as long as
other evidence points to an Athabascan affinity for the
Sumas, it would seem useless to suppose that a Suma-Jumano
identity would prove anything. 26
The Espejo expedition of 1582 and the Chamuscado expedition of 1581 are actually very poor bases for any arguments
relating to the identification of tribal groups. The Luxan and
Espejo accounts of the 1582 journey differ in important details and it is really impossible to say which one is more reliable;
furthermore, the information
given by Baltasar de
,
.
Obregon contradicts not only Espejo and Luxan but Sauer
as well. In regard to the Chamuscado' expedition of 1581
Obregon clearly states, that the people of the junction of the
Conchos River and the Rio Grande had a different language
and different customs from the Conchos. 27 He further indi26. It may be that the Jumano of Texas were Athabascan:-The description of the
Pecos River Jumano of 1582 certainly corresponds to a description of the Lipan Apache,
'and the entire territory of the southern Jumano was later Apache territory. Likewise, in
Texas; the Spanish often referred to the Apaches Jumanes in the 1730's and 1740's.
See Herbert E. Bolton, "The Jumano Indians in Texas 1650-1771," Texas Historical
Quarterlll, Vol. XV.; No. I, 'July, 1911. Thus the Jumano whom Sauer was trying to
relate to the Suma may have been, and probably were, Athabascan. The word Jumano,
in its various forms, was used by the Spanish to refer to many different groups. The
above analysis refers, however, only to the Jumano of Texas, mentioned off and on
from 1582 to 1771. By 1773, the J umano of Texas had come to be regarded as a part of
the Apache.
27. . George P. Hammond and Agapito Rey, Tr. and Ed., Obregon's History '(Los
Angeles: Wetzel Publishing Co., Inc.,'1928), P. 276.
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cates the same in regard to the Espejo journey.28 Thus we
have definite evidence here that if the Conchos were UtoAztecan (as seems likely) then the Otomaoco-PatarabueysJumano of the junction were certainly not. It seems then that
the Sauer-Scholes thesis of a Conchos-Jumano-Sumas linguistic identity is an impossibility. This without even taking
into consideration the great ambiguity connected with the
whole Jumano tribal theory.29 .
As has 'been previously pointed out, the Sumas were almost always in close alliance with the Apaches. 30 Spanish
documents refer to cooperation between the two above
groups beginning with 1682 and ending about 1773. In 1682,
Governor Otermin believed that the Sumas were maintaining
treasonable relationships with the Apache. This belief was
confirmed by the discovery of Sumas holding "friendly conversations" with some Apaches at an Apache "rancho."31
This is the earliest reference to Apache activity in Chihuahua and of Sumas friendship with them. The close alliance of
the two groups was very much in evidence throughout the
1680's andJ690's, as has been indicated.
After the subsidence of the turmoil created by the Pueblo
Revolt of 1680 and its successors, the northern revolts of
1684 and 1690, many of the Sumas gradually made peace and
some of them were settled at the Real of San Lorenzo and
at Nuestra Senora del Socorro, both near El Paso. in 1706,
28.

317-318.

Ibid., pp.
As indicated previously, to prove that some group is related to the Jumano
really proves nothing since there never was anyone Jumano tribe. The term was used to
refer to several distinct groups, i. e., the PiroB-Jumanos-:Pueblos. the Jumanos-Apaches
of Texas, the Jumanos of the plains (Wichitas?) and the Jumanas of the Sierra de
Azul (Yavapai or Apache). Thus the term uJumano" evidently never meant a tribe,
but rather referred to a cultural phenomenon probably meaning Upainted people" or
Rayados. URayadoa" was often u~e~ interchangeably with flJumanos" by early Spanish
writers.
The Mendoza expedition to the Jumanos in
noted that Borne of the Sumas
of the Rio Grande were having trouble with the "Hapaches." The latter were probably
Apaches of Texas who often fought against other Apache groups. See Herbert E. Bolton,
Spa.nish Explora.tion in the Southwest (New York: Charles Schribner's Sons,
p.

29.

30.

821.

1683

1925):

81.

1682,

In connection with the above, in
a Jumano who had been a prisoner of
the Apaches fled to the Sumas because his language was similar to the latter. Since the
identity of the Jumano referred to h unknown, the information sheds little light upon
the Suma, although it may indicate that some Jumano were Athabascan. See Scholes
and Mera, op. cit., p.
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it was mentioned that many Sumas were coming in to settle
down and that both Piros and Sumas were already settled at
Socorro.
The situation from 1706 to 1773 is not altogether clear.
It seems that in 1712, from 1745 to 1751, in 1752 and again
in 1772' or 1773 the Sumas, who were settled near EI Paso,
revolted against the Spanish and joined the Apaches and nonconv~rted Sumas in order to harass Chihuahua. On the other
hand, it appears that many Sumas were constantly at war
with-the Spanish and were never settled in mission-villages.
In 1754, Don Thomas Velez Cachupin said: "These horses of
the Natageses [Apaches] are/those which they steal in company with the Sumas and Faraones [Apaches] in La Vizcaya
and Sonora." He further wants to keep the Carlanas [Jicarilla Apaches] from uniting with the Natageses because "In
such case, the Natageses, strengthened by the support and
cunning of the Plains Apaches, would develop among'the
Sumas the greatest boldness, which would result in the
total ruin of the frontiers of La Vizcaya and the Real of
Chihuahua."32 ,
Thus Cachupin clearly implies that in 1754 th;e Sumas
were a large enough group to endanger Chihuahua while in
1744 it was recorded that only fifty families of Zumas were
at San Lorenzo. 33 It appears then that the majority of Sumas
were probably still nomadic and non'-converted in the 1740's
and 1750's. More significantly, Cachupin definitely mentions
the Sumas as if they were merely one among several Apache
groups, not treating them any differently than the Faraones,
Natageses, Carlanas and Cuartelejos,. all of the latter being
known Apache groups.
Another connection between the Sumas and the Apaches
is' seen in 1725 when Benito, the Bishop of Durango, conferred with " . . . the principal ,chiefs of the Zuma nation
which is so extensive that it occupies more than a hundred
32. Alfred Barnaby Thomas, The Plains Indians and New Mexico, 1751-1778 (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1940), p. 136.
~3. 'Charles W. Hackett, Historical Document. Relating to New Mexico . ..
(WaShington; D. C.: Carnegie Institution of Washington, 1987), Vol. III, p. 406.
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leagues in circumvallation without any fixed settlements."34
This statement was made in reference to the El Paso area.
In the same year, all of the territory to the north, east and,
perhaps, west of El Paso' was occupied by several Apache
groups. (The actual Sumas territory was to the south of El
Paso.) Thus it appears that the Bishop denoted Apache territory as being within the "Zuma nation."
The above statement coupled with the Cachupin information establishes the fact that in the 1720's and 1750's the
Sumas were still thought of as being a sizeable tribe in Chi-'
huahua and New Mexico. However, Juan A. Baltasar, writing in 1752 from the Sonora-Pimeria Alta point of view,
says:
It. is certain' that in times past the three first nations
[jocomes, xamos, summas] were sufficiently well-known, more
than now, or they have become consumed, or the little that has
remained has been incorporated and confounded with the name·
of apaches. It isn't known if in some time they were converted,
nor if their inconstancy in the faith has won t4em the name of
apostates, como publica el vulgo."35
I

Thus in the 1750's, the Sumas of the west had become
incorporated under the name of Apaches, while the Sumas
of the east were in alliance with the Apaches of that area.
The above fact, coupled with the arguments ·and evidence of
the previous pages, indicates the likelihood of an Athabascan
linguistic affiliation for the Sumas, especially since it has already been demonstrated for th,e Janos and Jocomes. Miguel
O. de Mendizabal, the author of La Evolucion del Noroeste
de Mexico, definitely states that the Apaches, Hocomes; Janos,
and Sumas are all of Athabascan ethnic affiliation, thus
agreeing with the above thesis; however, he offers no documentation to reinforce the view. 36
A final and absolute determination of the linguistic affiliation of the Sumas' will "have to await the uncovering' of
34.

Sauer, op. cit., p. 69.
35. Juan A. Baltasar, "De Nuevos Progressos," in Apostolicos A/anes (Mexico:
Luis Alvarez y Alvarez de la Cadeva, 1944), p. 423.
Miguel O. de Mendizabal, La Evolucion del Noroeste de Mexico (Mexico: Departamento de la Estadistica Nacional, 1930), Pp. 115, 116, 120.
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further evidence, of course; but, on the basis of the above
summ~ry and because of certain cultural evidence one must,
for the present, assign an Athaba'scan identity to the tribe. 37
37. Bandelier noted in 1883 that one "Suma" remained at EI Paso. There Bandelier gathered that the Sumas had been matrilineal (which 'agrees with the Apaches).
He also learned of a war ceremony of the Sumas which was said to ~esemble a similar
Apache dance. A. F. Bandelier, "Investigations Among the Indians of the Southwestern
United States," in Papers of the Archaeological Institute of America, American Series
III (Cambridge: John Wilson and Son, 1890), pp. 87, 89 note.
Since this article was written, several new pieces of evidence have been read. A map
of 1735 by Mathew Lentter mentions the "Apaches Hoiomes," the "Ianos Sumas"
(Janos Sumas), and the "Sumas Jumanes," thus linking the Apaches, Hocomes and
Sumas, as well as the southern Jumanes (who were known as Apaches Jumanes in Texas
and northern Mexico from at least 1729). Likewise, a statement by Governor Don
Antonio de Otermin in 16S3 indicates that the Mansos spoke the same language as the
Janos. New Mexict> Archives, 1621-1689, doc. 16. Coronado Library, University of New
Mexico.-J. D. F.
.

CORDERO'S DESCRIPTION OF THE APACHE -1796 1
Edited by DANIEL S. MATSON AND
ALBERT

H.

SCHROEDER

tribes of whom we have been speaking are already'
T
'more or less civilized and it may be said that they form
part of the population of Mexico; the Apaches on the conHE

/

trary however, in devastating and continuous war with our
establishments; without ever having been led to Christianity; with no hope of destroying them either by means of arms
or preaching because the presidios and the missionaries have
all disappeared together; the Apaches, we repeat, are for
Mexico nothing but a constant arid disastrous peril; a nation
which inv~des and wipes out our territory; sayages in th~ir
,primitive form; such as ought not to be found here more than
three centuries after the. discovery of America. On this account we prefer to treat of them in a separate article.
To do this with exactness, we are going to copy a manuscript which bears the title: "Year 1796 - Notes about the
Apache Nation composed in the Year 1796 by Lieutenant
Colonel Don Antonio Cordero in'El Paso del Norte by Order
of the Commandant, General Field Marshal Don Pedro de
Nava."
,
,
We take the copy from/the original draft of the author,
which exists in a volume of manuscripts bearing the title "Historical Documents Concerning ,Durango" - and which'
1. This material, from Chapter XXV, entitled "Apaches", of Manuel Orozco y
Berra's work of 1864, Geogra!ia de las Lenguas y Carta Etnografica de Mezico was
translated by Matson and annotated by Schroeder. We wish to express our gratitude
for the I~te Dr. F. W. Hodge's critical reading of the text and notes. Don Antonio
Cordero had first hand experience with the Apache, having taken part in several campaigns against them in the 1780's and 90's. As indicated in "Ex'Libris y Bibliotecas de
Mexico" by Felipe Teixidor, Mexico, Secr~taria de Relaciones Exteriores, 1931 (Monografias Bibliogriificas Mexicanas, No. 20), Cordero's origi~al manuscript became a part
of the Jose Ramirez collection. Ramirez had collected two important libraries, one in
Durango, which he later sold, and the second in Mexico City, which was acquired at his
death by D. Alfredo Chavero who used the material in his historical and bibliographical
studies. He later sold the collection to D. Manuel Fernandez del Castillo on the condition
it should not leave Mexi~o. Some years later, 'however, persuaded by P. Fischer, the collection was sold in London. A copy of the "Catalogo Ramirez," made by D. J. M. An- '
drade, listed the items put up for sale by Quariteh, and through his representative, Mr.
Stephens, Hubert H. Bancroft bought portions of the collection, as described in Literary
Industries, pages 105-106. The original is ~ow in the Bancroft Library.
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belongs to the collection of the Licenciado Don Jose Fernando
Ramirez.
Let us bear in mind that this memorial was published in
a political era. It is understood that the life of those loose
pages is no more than a day; that political concerns have the
effect that importance is not attributed to anything else, and
consequently the notes of which we treat, although very important, have been passed by unheeded, and,one may almost
be sure that they today see the light for the first time.
Cordero served from early youth in Presidio troops, he
fought the savages for the space Of many years, knew their
language, and had had dealings and contacts with them;
knew them in all their phases and no other could speak like
him with such aptitude and exactness.
The manuscript runs as follows:
"The Apache Nation is one of the savage [nations] of
North America bordering on the interior provinces of New
Spain.
"They are spread out in a vast space of the afore-mentioned continent from degrees 30 to 38 of north latitude and
264 to 277 of longitude from Tenerife. 2
"They can be divided into nine groups or principal tribes
and various adj acent ones, taking their names now from the
mountains and rivers of the region, now from the fruits and
animals which are most abundant. The names they have for
themselves are the following: Vinni ettinen-ne~ Segatajen-ne,
Tjuiccujen-ne, Iccujen-ne, Yntajen-ne, Sejen-ne, Cuelcajen-ne, Lipajen-ne, and Yutajen-ne,3 for which the Spaniards
substitute naming them in the same order, Tontos, Chiricaguis, Gilefios, Mi:mbrefios, Faraones, Mescaleros, Llaneros,
Lipanes and' Navajos, and all under' the generic name of
Apaches.
'~;!~]
"They speak the same language and although the accent
varies as well as one or the other local word, this difference
does not prevent them from underst~nding each other. This
2. Tenerife is the largest of the Canary Islands which is situated a fraction under
17' west of Greenwich. The spread of 13' in the east-west range of the Apache is quite
accurate - 98' to 111' west of Greenwich today.
3. The Apache call the Navajo Yutaha, which means "live far up." The ien-ne at
the end of each name is one of various forms of tinne or dine, the word meaning people.
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language, in spite of its peculiarity and guttural pronunciation, is not as difficult as the first impression would indicate,
and as the ear becomes used to it, a" certain sweetness is found
in its words and cadence. It is deficient in expressions and
words, "and this gives rise to a boresome repetition which
makes conversation extremely diffuse. By means of a grammar and vocabulary it would be easy to learn if certain signs
would be used to indicate the clicking of the tongue and
throat necessary for the pronunciation of some words, which
even the Apaches" themselves pronounce with difficulty.4
"At present they do not compose one nation of uniform
customs, usages and tastes. They are alike in many of their
inclinations; but they vary in others in accordance with the
locality of their residence and their needs, and the more or
less contact they have had with Spaniards. A general idea of
what is common to all of them will be given, after which we
will speak in detail of each one of the groups mentioned.
"The Apache recognizes the existence of a Supreme Being, a Creator, under the name of Yastasitasitan-ne or Captain of Heaven; but he lacks the ideas of his being a rewarder
or punisher. On this account he gives him no worship at all,
nor likewise does he give it to any of the other creatures
which he understands were made by him for his diversion
and entertainment. Thosewho are living he believes are fated
to die after a certain time, just as he. believes of his own
existence. From this it follows that easily forgetting th,e p.ast,
and without any uneasiness concerning the future, the present alone is what affects and concerns him. However, he
wishes to be in agreement with the evil spirit, on whom he
believes depends his prosperity and adversity, and this fur. nishes him with food for infinite nonsense. 5
I

4. This is a very doubtful statement, although it may have seemed to the writer
that the Apache had difficulty in .speaking their own (Athapascan) language. A good
idea of the difficulties of recording the A thapascan language can be gained by consulting the works of the Fathers of St. Michaels, Arizona, treating with the Navajo
~~.
6. (This is a footnote contained in Cordero's manuscript). "Imbued with these
ideas they attribute to an Indian who is taciturn, gloomy and'mysterious the fac;'lty of
divination. He adopts it as his own for the profit which results to him from it; he gives
ambiguous answers to the questions asked him, and on account of this practice he comes
to persuade' himself and the others to believe that he is the oracle 'of his people. The
practice of medicine is also connected with this exercise; to the application of certain
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"Having been born and raised in the open country and
strengthened· by simple foods, the Apache is endowed with
an extraordinary robustness. which makes him almost insensible to the rigors of the seasons. The' continuous movement in which he lives, moving his camp from one to the
other location for the purpose of obtaining new game and the
fruits which are indispensible for his subsistence, makes him
agile and nimble in such a degree that he is not inferior in
speed and endurance to horses, and certainly is superior to
them when in rugged and rocky territory. The vigilance and
care with which he watches out for his health and preservation likewise stimulates him to change ca'inps frequently in
order to breathe new air, and so that the place he evacuates
may be cleansed, his care for the health of his camp even goes
to such an extreme that he will abandon those who are
gravely ill when he judges that they may infect the rest. I
"He is extremely gluttonous when he has provisions in
abundance, while in' times of calamity and scarcity he bears
hunger and thirst to an incredible degree, without losing his
fortitude. BesIdes the meat which is supplied by his continuous hunting and cattle stealing in the territories of his enemy,
his regular food consists of the wild fruits which his territories produce. And these, as well as the variety of game, .
differ in the various regions they inhabit; but there are some
which are common to all of them.
"So far as game is concerned, it is the burro [bura] , deer,
antelope, bear,' wild pig [jabali], panther [leopardo - possibly the mountain lion], and porcupine. The common fruits
are.the tuna, the datil, the pitaya,6 the acorn; and the pinon;
but their principal delicacies are the mescal. There are various kinds taken from the. hearts of the maguey, sotol, palmilIa and lechuguilla ;7 and it is used by cooking it with a slow
herbs they add a portion of ceremonies and plaintive songs, this being the method
which they follow in their treatments; These sacred physicians reach a very high degree
of esteem; they are called upon by distant regions and rancherias, and are paid very
well, in order to exercise both offices.
6. :These three are the fruit of the Prickly Pear, Yucca and the Saguaro.
7. These are the Century Plant (Agave). Desert Spoon (Dasylirion), Soapweed
(Yucca elata) and small Agave (Agave lechugilIa).
If
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fire in a subterranean fireplace, 8 until it acquires a certain
degree of sweetness and piqu'ancy. They likewise make a sort
, of, grits or pinol of the seed of hay or grass which they reap
with much care in its season, although in small quantities
(since they are not by nature farmers) ; they likewise raise
some little corn, squash, beans, and tobacco, which the land
produces more on account of its fertility than for the work
which is expended in its cultivation.
"Their peevish temperaments cause those of this nation
to have a character which is astute, distrustful, inconstant,
bold, proud and jealous of their liberty and independence.
Their size and color differ in each region, but all are brown,
well proportfoned with lively eyes, long hair, no beard 9 and
with astuteness and sagacity expressed in their faces.
"The number of their population does not correspond ill
any way whatsoever to the territory they occupy. This is the
reason for the spacious deserts which are found in this enormous country and for the fact that every family head in his
own camp considers himself a sovereign in his district.
"In general they choose for dwelling places the most rugged and mountainous ranges. In these they find water and
wood in abundance, the wild produce necessary, and n'atural
fortifications where they can defend themselves from their
enemies. Th~ir hovels or huts are circular, made of branches
of trees, covered with skins of horses, cows or bison, and
many likewise use tents of this type. In the canyons of these
mountain ranges the men seek large and small game, going
as ,far as the contiguous plains; and when they have obtained
what was necessary, they bring it to their camp, where it is
the work of the women, not only to prepare the foods, but also
to tan the skins which are then used for various purposes,
particularly for their clothing.
"The men fit them around the body, leaving the arms
free. In general chamois or deerskin is used for this purpose.
8. This is now commonly referred to as a Mescal pit, The pits are circular depressions, six to twenty feet in circumference and one to three feet deep, It was lined
with gravel or rocks and a fire was built in it. When the stones were hot, the coals were
raked out and the. leaf-bases of Agave were' put in and covered with grass and then
with earth. After two days of steaming, the mescal was ready for consumption.
9. The Apache, as in the case of -Indians generally. have a fair growth of beard.
which is invariably plucked.
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They c6ver the head with a cap or hood of the same material,
,sometimes 'adorned with feathers of birds or horns of animals. Noone from the time he begins to walk, lacks well made
shoes with a tall upper of skin, which are called by the Spaniard "tehuas".lo All suspend from their ears earrings formed
of shells, feathers and small mouse skins, and they usually
add to this adornment a paint of chalk and red earth with
which they anoint the face, arms, and legs. The women's
dress is likewise of skins; but it is distinguished by the use of
a short skirt, tied at the waist, and loose about the knees; a
shirt or coat which is drawn over the head and hangs to the
waist covering the breast and shoulders and leaving the sides
open; shoes like those of the men, and no covering on the
head; their hair, tied in the form of a chestnut, tp.ey keep
usually in a bag of deer, buffalo or otter skin. Their ornaments on neck and arms are strings of deer and antelope
hoofs, shells, fish-bones [spines] and the roots of sweet
smelling herbs. The richest and most elegant families put
borders of porcupine quills on their clothes and shoes, which
they soften and smooth in order to use them thus; and many
women add to their skirts an adornment of little tin-plated
bells or small pieces of latten brass 11 which makes a group of
them extremely noisy.
"The man knows no other obligation than that of the hunt
and of war, of making his weapons, saddles and other trappings necessary for its exercise. The women care for the animals they own; make the utensils needed in their work; cure
and tan the hides of the animals; carry water and firewood;
seek and collect the seeds and fruits which the region pro-.
duces; dry them and make bread and cakes; sow a little corn,
beans, etc.; water 12 them and reap at the proper time, and
they are not exempt from accompanying their husbands on
10. It is interesting to note that Father Garces, in.the 1770's, referred to a division
of the Yavapais as Yabipais Tehua; possibly because of their moccasins with high
uppers.
\
11. Thin sheets of a brass-like alloy, formerly much used for church utensils. The
} tin-plated bells are doubtless the tinklers so commonly used in decorating Indian costumes, and the noise referred to here was music to the wearers, especially in dancing.
12. Though'it is not stated, it may well be that these small plots were irrigated by
hand. Irrigation with ditches is not known to have been generally practiced by any
Apache group prior to reservation days.
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their expeditions, in which' they are extremely useful for
driving the stolen animals, acting as sentinels and serving in
whatever capacity is commanded them.
""The armament of the Apaches is composed of lance, bow·
and arrows, which they keep in a quiver or bag of mountain
lion [leopardo] skin for the greater part. These weapons
vary in size according to the groups which use them. Among
the Apaches of eastern groups there are some firearms; but
they appreciate th~m less, both on account of the lack of
munitions, as well' as on account of not having the means to
repair them if they are broken, and generally they give them
a new use, making of them lances, knives, ,arrowheads, and
other implements which they esteem highly.
"In proportion as the father of the family has more sons,
grandsons, nephews or' married dependents, his camp is
larger or smaller and he is recognized as the leader of it.
There are some of eighty anda hundred families, of forty, of
twenty and of fewer, and these are dismembered as soon .as
those who compose it become displeased. There are some so
jealous and proud that they prefer to live completely separated from the others with their wives and children, because
thus no one disputes their leadership.
"Decrepitude or advanced age makes them despised by
the others; their authority ceases thus even in those of greatest reputation, and they come to be a plaything of their
rancheria. Men and women are esteemed to the extent that
they have all the strength necessary for the complete exercise
of their functions; and this begins to fail them very late, on
account of their strong nature and constitution; one sees
many of more than a hundred years taking part in the hunts
and other vigorous exercises.
.
"The Apache is proud of nothing, except of being brave,
this attitude reaching such a degree, that he despises the man
of whom no bold deed is known, and on account of this he·
adds to his name that of "Jasquie", which means gallant,
placing it before the one by whfch he is known, as Jasqu~e
tajusitlan, Jasqlliedecja, etc. This idea and custom is prevalent among the Gilefios and the Mimbrefios who, actually, are·
the boldest.
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"Polygamy is widespread in this nation, and every man
has as many women as he can support, the huts which compose.his clan or horde being in proportion to the number of
these.
"Matrimony takes place by the bridegroom buying the
one who is to be his wife from her father or from the principal relative on whom she depends. From this results the
servile treatment which the wives suffer, and the conviction
that their husbands are masters even of their lives. Often the
contract is dissolved by unanimous consent of the spouses,
and the woman returning to her father, he returns what he
had received for her. Other times it ends by the flight of the
women, as a result of the ill treatment they suffer, in which
case they take refuge in the hands of some powerful individual, who receives them under his protection, without anyone
daring to demand anything from him.
"They change their rancherias when, in the place in which
they have been living, the foods necessary for them and their
beasts become scarce, moving now from one mountain range
to the other; now from a rock or cliff to another of the same
range or mountain. Of much influence in these moves is the
necessity of seeking places for the purpose of passing the
different seasons of the year with more comfort.
"The joining together of-many rancherias in one place is
usually accide:ntal and comes ·from all going to hunt for certain fruits, which they know are abundant. in such and such a
place at a particular time. Likewise it is a matter ot'intention
and agreement, when· they join with the idea of forming a
body for defense, or with that of celebrating (me of their
feasts, which consist of hunts and dances and games in the
night. In gen~ral in these meetings some plan of operations
against their enemies is decided upon. In these cases, not only
are the rancherias of one group joined together, but usually
two or more complete bands congregate.
"In any of these unions the one considered to be most
valiant takes the command of all by common consent; and
although this dignity does not cause any particular subordination, or dependence on the part of the others, since every
individual is free to go, to remain, or to disapprove the ideas
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of the chief, the influence of the latter is always preponderant, especially as far. as the disposition of the camp is
concerned, the method of defense in case· of being attacked,
or undertaking any hostile maneuver. ..
. "The camps which come together thus, always occupy the
roughest canyons of a mountain with passes difficult to approach, and this is always next to. the greatest heights that
dominate the surrounding plains. Here those who are to serve
as lookouts during the meeting build their huts, it bl:ling their
duty to discover the avenues of approach and to give the
warnings necessary. In these elevated posts they never make
a fire, and .those who live there are always of sharpest vision,
and have the most practice and knowledge of war.
"Dances are their favorite lfocturnal diversion in· these
meetings. Their only orchestra is their own voices and an
olla or gourd to which is tied a tight skin and which is beaten
with a stick. To its rhythm and that of the voices of men ,and
women, all jump together arranged in different circles; and
both sexes arranged symmetrically. From time to time two or
three who are more nimble and agile 'enter the circle and
execute a sort of English dance, but one of great violence and
difficult twisting of all the members and joints.
"If the dance is in preparation for war or in celebration
of some warlike action which has been brought to a happy
conclusion,~it is executed with weapons in the hands: shouts
and shots are mingled with it; and without losing the cadence
of the "Ho ! JIo !" they recite the bOld deeds which have taken
place or which they intend to carry out.
"There are also dances which belong to the diviners when
they are to exercise their divination. Those who execute it
cover their heads with a sort of mask, made of deerskin. The
music is infe~nal and its results diabolical.·
.
'~In the big huntsmen, women and c}:1ildren take part
without distinction, some on foot and others. on horseback.
The buffalo hunt is called a "carneada": time and offensive
preparations are needed to go on this hunt in lands near to
hostile nations. It is peculiar to the Mescaleros, Llaneros and
Lipanes, who are near this sort of cattle. The present object·
of description is the hunt which is made usually for deer,
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burro, antelope, javalina, porcupine, mountain lion [leopardos] , bear, wolves, coyotes, hare and rabbits. Having recon-

noitered the valleys, mountain ranges, plains, and brush
which they inhabit, for the traces of these animals, and having decided on the day, the leader of the undertaking determines at dawn the places where the different groups who
are to start the hunt should be, the points which are to be
occupied by archers on horseback and on foot, and those who
are to serve at a distance as lookouts in order to guard
against attacks of enemies, and in these places those appointed take up their posts. In this way at dawn a piece of
terrain is encircled, which frequently is five or six leagues in
circumference. The sign to commen'ce the chase, andconsequently to close the circle, is given by smoke signals. There
are men on horsel;>ack assigned to this project, which consists
in setting fire to the grass and herbage of the whole circumference; and since for this purpose they are already placed
ahead of time in their posts with torches ready which they
make from dried bark or dried palmilla, it takes only a moment to see the whole circle flare up. At the same instant the
shouts and the noise commence, the animals flee, they find no
exit, a~d finally they fall into the hands of their astute
- adversaries.
"This kind of hunt takes place only when the grass and
shrubs are dry. In flood season when th~fields cannot be set
afire, they set up their enclosures by rivers and arroyos.
"The deer, and antelope hunt is carried out with the greatest skill by one Indian alone; and due to the great profit which
results from it, he always prefers it to the noisy type of chase,
which serves more for amusement than to provide necessities. He dresses in a skin of the animal t9 he hunted, places
on his head another of the type which he is hunting, and
armed with his bow and arrows walking on all fours, he tries
to mingle with a herd of them.' He doesn't waste a shot; he
kills as many of them as he can at his leisure. If they flee, he
'runs with them; if they are frightened, he pretends a like'
excitement, and in this fashion there are times when he
finishes off the greater part of the game he finds.
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"From their tender years the boys are schooled in' this
useful activity, and to them is always reserved the hunt for
dogs, ferrets, squirrels, hares, rabbits, badgers and field rats.
By means of this practice they acquire the greatest skill in
aiming and they become extremely skilled in every sort of
trickery and artfulness.
'
.
"Bird hunting does not much interest them; however, due
to a bloody and destructive spirit, they kill as'many birds as
come within range. They use the meat of very few, and restrict their usefulness to collecting' feathers, of which they
make their ornaments and to provide the extremities of their
arrows. They eat no fish at all, in spite of their abundance in
the rivers; but they kill them also and keep the bones [spines]
for ,different uses;' that which they do very much appreciate
is the beaver or the otter, for the taste of its flesh and the usefulness of its hide.
, "Once an offensive expedition has been decided upon and
the command temporarily given over to the one who will
direct it, they choose in the interior of some mountain range
of. the district a rugged terrain which is defended by nature;
provided with water and wild fruits, where they leave their
_ families in safety with a small escort. They leave this place
divided into small parties, generally on foot, in order to hide
their tracks on the trip which they make on hard alid rocky,
land and they come, together again at the time and place
agreed upon, near the country which they have decided to invade. In or~er to do this they place ahead of time an ambush
in the location most favorable to them. They then seng some
fast Indians to draw away the people by stealing some animals and cattle; the people go out to pursue them, and they
attack them suddenly, making a bloody butchery. If any of
the group makes a sizeable theft before joining the others at
the point agreed upon, they usually are contented with their
luck and go back without finishing the expedition. At other
times, not wishing to miss the appointment, they use the better beasts for their own service, kill the rest and continue on
to join the others who are doing the same on their route.
"It is impossible to express the speed with which they flee
after a large robbery of animals when: they undertake to re<

I
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treat to their own country; the mountains which they encounter, the waterless ,deserts which they cross in order to
fatigue those who pursue them, and the strategems of which
they make use in order to elude the blows of their victims.
"They always leave far behind on their trail two or three
of their own people mounted on the speediest horses, so that
these can warn them of whatever they note in the rear guard..
If superior forces come against them, they kill everything
that they are taking along and, they escape on the, best animals, which they finally kill also in case they are overtaken,
saving their lives in the rough regions of the mountains.
.
"If the news from the tearguard makes it evident that
inferior forces are pursuing them, they await in a pass and
commit a second massacre,. repeating this trick as often as
their good fortune and the lack of skill of their opponents
make it possible. When they recognize that their pursuers are
sagacious and intelligent like themselves, they divide their'
booty into smaIl portions and ,flee in different directions, thus
assuring their arrival in their own country with the greater
part; at the risk of some of them being intercepted.
"At the end of the foray when the booty has been divided
among the participapts, in which partition disturbances frequently take place which are decided by the law of the strongest, each party' returns to its own region, and each camp to
its particular mountain range'or favorite country to live with
complete liberty, and withou~ suffering· annoyance from
anyone.
"With fewer preparations and more profit much destruction is caused by four or six Indians who decide to carry out a
sl).ort campaign by themselves, it being much more difficult to
avoid the destruction caused by them, just as it is eal?ier for
them to cover their trail and penetrate without being detected
into the most distant territories, for which reason they always make such a trip through the brush and rocky slopes of
the' mountains, which they leave for the populated places,
committing the attack with the greatest rapidity and then retiring precipitately to occupy the same rough territory, and
to continue their march through it, it being almost impossible
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to find them, even though they are sought with the greatest
diligence.
"The occasion in which the· valor or temerity.of these
barbarians is best recognized, is when th~y are attacked by
their enemies. They are never lacking in calm, even though
they' be surprised and have no chance for defense. They fight
to th.e .last breath and usually they prefer to die rather than
surrender.
"They proceed with the same intrepidity when they attack, but with the difference that if they do not obtain the
. upper hand immediately and see that luck is against them,
they do not hesitate to flee and desist from their project, and
with this in view they provide for their retreat ahead of time
and determine the direction to take for safety.
"A camp no matter how cumbersome and how 'numerous
its occupants, makes forced marches on foot or on horseback, which in a few hours frees them from their pursuers.
It is impossible to measure the speed with which they break
camp when they have perceived hostile superior forces in
their vicinity. If. they have animals, in a moment they are
laden with their belongings and children; the mothers with
their infants suspended from their heads in a hand basket of
willow in which they place them with much security imd
ease ;13 the men armed and mounted on their best horses; and
everything in order to start out for country which they judge
properly safe.
"If they are lacking in horses the women carry the equipage, as well as the' children. -The men cover the vanguard,
rearguard and sides of the party, and choosing the most difficult and inconvenient terrain, they make their journey like
wild beasts, through the most impenetrable rough places.
"Only by surprise and by capturing all their places of retreat is it possible' to succeed in punishing these savages,' .
because since they detect the presence of their enemies before
action commences, they succeed in piacing themselves. in
safety with very little footwork. If it is determined, however, to fight them, this is with great risk, because of the
,

13.

He is describing the cradle board.
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extreme agility of the barbarians and the impregnable rocks
where they take ,up their station.
"In spite of the continuous movement in which these people live, and of the great deserts of. their country, they find
each other easily. when they desire' to communicate,~even
though it should have been a long time since they have seen
each other, and have no news of recent events. Aside from
the fact that all know more or less the territories in which
such and such leaders are probably living by the character
of the mountain ranges, valleys and watering courses which
they recognIze, smoke is the most efficient means by which
they communicate. Understanding it is a science; but is so
well known by all of them, that they are never mistaken in
the meaning of its messages.
. ,
"A smoke made on a height, put out immediately, is a
sign for all to prepare to resist enemies who are near by and
have already been seen personally or their tracks have been
noted. Any camps that detect them give the news to others in
the same way.
"A small smoke made on the slope- of a mountain, is a
sign that they are hunting their own people whom they desire to meet. Another smoke in reply half way up the sides of
an eminence, indicates that there is their habitation, and that
they can freely come to it.
'
"Two or three small smokes made successively in a_plain
or canyon pointing in one direction,are an indication of de,.
sire to parley with their enemies, and reply is made to this
in the same fashion.
"In this Way they have many general signals used in common by all the Apache groups. In the same way there are
also signals that have been specially agreed tlpon, which no
one can understand without possessing the key. They make
use of these frequently when they enter hostile country for
the purpose of raiding. In order not to be delayed in the
making of smoke, there is no man or woman who does not
carry with him the implements necessary to make fire. They
prefer flint, steel and tinder when they can get them; but if
these are lacking they carry in their place two prepared
_sticks, one of sotol and the other of lechuguilla [see note 7],
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well dried, which they rub with force with both hands like
a little hand mill, the point of one against the flat side, of .the
other,14 and thus they succeed in ~ moment in setting fire to
the shavings or dust of the rubbed part; and this is a process
which even <::hildren are not ignorant of.
"One should not pass over in silence the particular kilOWIedge which they have of the tracks which they notice in the
open field. Not only do they know the time which has passed
since the track was made, but they can tell if it was made at
night or in. the daytime: if the beast was loaded or with a
r'ider, or was loose: if it was being herd~d or was grazing,
and a thousand other particulars of which only continuous
practice and diligent study can give complete knowledge. If
they wound a deer, antelope or any other animal, they never
lose its trail until they find it dead or incapable of walking,
even though they follow its trail two or three days, and the
wounded beast has joined, a herd of others.
"Likewise it is worth while telling about the peculiar distrust of one another in which they live, even though they are
related, and the precautions they take on approaching when
they have not seen each other for a long time. The Apache
does not even approach his own brother without weapons in
his hand, always on guard against an attack or always ready
to commit one. They never greet each other, nor take leave of
each other, and the most polite action of their society consists
in looking at each other and considering each other a short
space of time before speaking on any business.
"Their propensity for stealing and for doing damage to
others is not limited par~icularly to those whom they know
for outright enemies, that is to say, Spaniards and Comanches, but it extends also to not pardoning each other, since
with the greatest facility the. weaker see themselves, de~
spoiled by the stronger; and bloody battles are' stirred up
among the different groups, which end only when a common
cause unites them in their common defense.
"The war with the Comanches is as old as are the two
14.

TheBe are the fire drill and hearth.
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nations ;15 it is carried on with vigor by the groups which
border them; that is to say, the Faraones, Mescaleros, Llaneros and Lipanes. Their hatred arises from the f~ct that both
the Comanches and the Apaches wish'to hav:e exclusive rights
to hunting the bison which is abundant on'the borders of the
two nations.
"It is not our business here to investigate the origin of
the cruel and bloody war which the Apaches have been
carrying on for many years in the Spanish possessions. Perhaps it was originated in former times by the trespasses,
excesses and avarice of the colonists themselves who liv.ed on
the frontier exercising a subordinate authority, At present,
the wise provisions of a just, active and 'pious government
are bringing it to a close, and it should be noted that this
system not only does not aspire to the destruction or slavery
of these savages, but that it seeks their happiness by the most
efficacious means, allowing them to possess their -homes in
peace precisely because being well-aware of our justice and
our power to sustain it, they respect our populations and do
not disturb them. 16
TONTOS 1 7

_

/ "This group, which is the farthest to the west, is the one
known by the Spaniards, because with the exception of
some camps situated near the lines of the presidios of the
province of Sonora,18 which in union with the Chiricaguis

le~st

15. He is speaking here of the eastern Apache only. The Comanche pushed the
Jicarilla into northern-New Mexico in 1701, joined with the Ute in battle in this region
and by the late 1700's had become such a potent factor that the Spanish allied them·
selves with the Apache to resist the onslaught of the Comanche.
16. Due to; intensive and widespread campaigns of the Spanish in the late 1700's
in New Mexico, Chihuahua and what was then Sonora, many of the Apache had sued
for peac'e, or their strength had been broken. However;'shortly after the turn of the

, ~entury, the Apache of eastern Arizona and western New Mexico began to renew their

activities. When M'exico gained its independence in the 1820's the Apache; due to the
withdrawal of troops from various presidios, .once more gained the upper hand.
17. This group, the name for which means fools in Spanish, was first reported in
1788 as Coyoteros in the Pinal Mountain region of Arizona, and represents the Western
Apache of today. In 1799 they were referred to as Apaches Coyoteros, alias Tontos, alias
del Pinal. In 1820 they were still called Tontos or Coyoteros. In the middle 1800's the
name Tonto gradually was restricted to the Apache frequenting the region of the Tonto
Basin south to the Pinal Mountains and nearby environs.
18. At this date, 1796, the northern border of Sonora, for all practical purposes of
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'have attacked those territories, the rest have lived and now
live in peace in their own country, where they sow a little,
although not much corn, beans, and other vegetables, and
they are supplied with meat by hunting burros and coyotes,
of which there is such abundance that they are likewise
. known by the name of Coyoteros. The others on the frontier
who, when they' were called together by the Chiricaguis,
came to be our enemies, are now peaceful and are established
in the presidio of Tucson,19 and its vicinity, and the rest remain peacefully in their own lands. According to the information which the Chiricaguis and they themselves have given
us, it is known that this group is very numerous: its territories are equally unknown to us since there has been no need
to entertheni. On the west they are bounded by the Papagos,
Cocomaricopas and Yavipais; on the north by the Moquinos;
on the east by the Chiricaguis group, and on the so~th by our
establishment. 2o
CHIRICAGUIS

"The mountain range of this name, the principal habitat
group, is the one from which they get their name.
This group was rather numerous in other times, when united
and allied with the Navajos21 and some groups of Tontos,
who were their neighbors, they infested the far interior of
th~ province of Sonora. They had an alliance with Seris,
Suaquis and Lower Pimas, who acquainted them with the

ot this

'the Spanish, was the Gila River, though no definite line was ever established. The
Apache who joined the Chiricahua, since they were the,southernmost of the group, may
have been elements of the Gilefios or of what later were called Pinal Apache, and the
Aravaipa.
.
\
.
19. These Apache became known as the -Mansos, meaning tame ones.
20. Due to the Spanish lack of' kn~wledge concerning the country north of. the
Gila at this 'time, Cordero's ,list of tribes bordering these Apache is slightly inaccurate.
The' Yavapais were along' the full length of th'e western border of Cordero's Tontos
(Western Apache), ,the Little Colorado River served roughly as their northern line, the
Chiricahuas formed il portion of the .eastern boundary, and the Spanish their southern
line.
A Navajo alliance with the Gila Apache is mentioned in Spanish documents.
specifically occurring in 1784 (Thomas, A. Bo, Forgotten Frontiers,
P. 45). I know
of nothing indicating such an alliance with the Chiricahua specifically. This alliance was
severed in 1786, though the Spanish were stilI concerned about it as late as 1809 (Santa
Fe Archives, Document No. 1936).

21.

1932.
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terrain and gave them many advantages. 22 After these peoples had been subdued and the Navajo group, having broken
its alliance with them had made peace in good faith with the
province of New Mexico, those who have continued to engage
in hostilities have been continuously punished by our arms.
For this reason their number has been much diminished.
Some of their encampments have obtained permission from
the government to establish themselves peacefully in the presidios of Bacoachi and Janos ;23 others still live in their own
country, hostile to the Navajos and Moquinos,24 from whom
they occasionally steal sheep and to whom they do all the
damage possible. They are bounded by the ~atter25 on the
north; by the Tolltos on the west, by the Spaniards on the
south, and by the Gileiios on the east.
GILENOS 26

"This group has been one of the most warlike and sanguinary. It has carried on hostilities indiscriminately in the
province of Sonora and in that of Nueva Vizcaya, which territories, even those farthest inland, are as well known to
them as those of their own country~ They have always been
in league with the Mimbres group and both have shared the
profits and the r~sks. The repeated punishment \vhich th~y .
have suffered for their attacks has succeeded in restraining
theIr pride, seeing their forces reduced by three-quarters of
their total. Of the camps which exist today, some are establishedin the presidio of Janos, and others remain in their
own country, and do not cease to bother our people. On the
west they border on the Chiricaguis; to the north on the
22. ,There is little to support Cordero's statement regarding the alliance. The
Apache rarely raided as far west as the Seris or as far south as the Lower Pima
(Nebome) or Suaquis (Yaqui).
These presidios were situated northeast of Arizpe in Sonora and in the corner
of northwestern Chihuahua "respectively. In 1784, an Opata company with Spanish
officers was organiz~ and headquartered at Bacoachi (Bancroft, H. H., North Mexican
States and Texas, Vol. I, p. 681). Janos was founded i;'·1686.
24. The Navajo and Hopi had no contact with the Chiricahua as far as known
docu~entary evidence is concerned. It is possible, however, that the Warm Springs
band of Chiricahua, who in later years had contacts with the Navajo who raided as
far south as Acoma and Laguna, may have had the opportunity to reach the Navajo if
their respective raiding patterns were the same in the late 1700'~ as in the middle 1800's.
25. PossiblY bounded by the Navajo, but not the Hopi.
26.· Named after the Gila River, at the headwaters of which they lived.

23.
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province of New Mexico; to the east on the Mimbres group,
and to the south on our frontiers.
MIMBRENOS 27

"This tribe was very numerous and as daring as the
Gilefios. It is divided into two groups, upper and lower: the
former, who were those nearest to the province of New Vizcaya, have been conquered after having suffered many
defeats in the course of their bold enterprises, and live peacefully in the presidios of Janos and Carrizal :28 the latter have
not yet abandoned their country, which is nearest to the
province of New Mexico. They are allied with the Faraones,
and in spite of the losses which they have suffered from our
arms in punishment for their daring, they have not given up
their ancient intrepidity. Their strength is now very little
and their number ,has been diminished by more than half.
The prpvince of New Mexico is their boundary to the north;
to the west the Gilefios 'group, on the east by the Faraones,
and to the south by our frontier~
FARAONES30

"This group of Indians is stiU quite numerou~; it inhabits the mountain ranges between the Rio Grande del
Norte and the Pecos. It is intimately connected with the
Mescaleros, and of little accord with the Spaniards. The
provinces of New Mexico and of New Vizcaya have been and
are the theater of their outbreaks. In both places they have
made peace on different occasions, which they have always
broken, except for a few rancherias which on account of their
loyalty have received permission to establish themselves
pe~cefully at the presidio of San Eleazario. 31 Of this group
one branch is that of the Jicarilla 32 Apaches, who live peace27. Mimbres in Spanish means uWilloWB."
• 28. This presidio was situated on the Rio del Carmen, about 100 miles due south
of El Paso.
,
30. Their name is derived from Pharoah, in the sense of godless people or the
Apache'hordes of Pharoah. '[No. 29 for a note has been skipped. Ed.]
31. 'This presidio was situated about 60 miles south of El Paso on the southwest
side of the Rio Grande.
.
32. The Jicarilla came into New Mexico from Colorado in 1701, driven southward
by the Comanches. The Faraones were reported in the 1620's living in approximately
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fully in the province of ,New Mexico, in territory contiguous
to the pueblo' of Taos, the frontier of the Comanches. The
Faraones are bounded on the north by the 'province of New
Mexico; on the west by the Mimbres Apaches; on the east by
the Mescaleros, and on the south by the province of New
Vizcaya.
, MESCALEROS 33

"This group dwells, generally speaking, in the mountain
ranges near the Pecos River, extending northwards on both
banks as far as the Comanche. It uses this locality particularly in the proper season for the buffaJo hunt, on which occasions it joins with the plains group which is its neighbor. It
proceeds, in like fashion when it undertakes offensive operations against the Spanish establishments, inviting the Faraones to take part in its enterprises. In general it starts out
through the Mapimi depression,34 whether it is casting its
glances towards the province of New Vizcaya, or whether it
resolves
invade that of Coahuila. They like ,firearms of
which they have some; but they do not on this account give up
weapons which are proper and peculiar to them. The number
of families which composes this group is small, since they
have suffered much from the Comanches, their most bitter
enemies, and due to some diminution which the Spaniards
caused them in their old disputes. On the north their boundary is the Comanche country; on the west the Faraon tribe;
on the east tpe Llaneros, and on the south our frontier.

,to

LLANEROS 3 5

"These Indians occupy the plains and sandy places situated between the Pecos River,
which they
call Tjunchi, and
.
\
the same area Cordero de;cribes. The Jicarill': in the mid-1800's were closely associated
with the Mescalero, who then occupied the area Cordero here describes for the Faraones.
Perhaps the latter were absorbed by the Mescalero.
. 33. Their name is derived from Mescal (see note 8).
34. This depression is located in southeaster;> Chihuahua and is known as Bolson
de Mapimi. From here one can turn east into Coahuila or south into Durango, formerly
a portion of Nueva Vizcaya.
35. This name is derived from the Spanish word llano (plain), and means "those
of .the plains." Their range east of the Pecos River include. what is caUed Llano
. Estacado (Stockaded or Palisaded Plain).
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the Colorad0 36 which they call Tjulchide. It is a group of
some strength, and is divided into three parts, that is to say:
Natajes, Lipiyanes and Llaneros. They check the Comanches
in the continual fights and bloody actions which frequently
occur; especially in the s.eason of the buffalo hunts. They attack, although infrequently, the Spanish establishments,
uniting themselves for this purpose with the Mescalero and
Fanion Apaches, with whom they have a close friendship
and alliance. They border to the north on the Comanches; on
the west with the Mescaleros; and on the east with the
Lipanes, on the south with the line of the Spanish presidios.
LIPANES 3 7

. "This group is the eastern most of the Apachei-ia. It is
divided into two quite num.erous groups, named the Upper
and the Lower with reference to the course of the Rio Grande
whose waters bathe them; the former has been connected
with the Mescaleros and the Llaneros, and occupies the territories contiguous to those tribes; the latter lives generally on
the frontier of the province of Texas and the shores of .the
sea. All are most bitter enemies of the Comanches, their
neighbors, with whom they have continuous bloody struggles
for the proprietorship of the buffalo, which each one wants
for itself. The Lower group have their i'ntervals of peace and
war with the Carancaguaces Indians and the Borrados 38 who
inhabit the sea coast..Their dealings with the Spaniards have
had like vicissitudes. At the present time they are acting in
good faith, and have separated themselves from our enemies,
not so much by reason of affection as. out of respect for our
weapons. In general they use firearms, which they acquire
through. the commerce whic;lh they have with the Indians of
Te~3:s, whose friendship they carefully preserve on account
of this advantage. They are of gallant appearance, and much
cleaner than all their compatriots. On .the west they are
36. Colorado River of Texas. The Mescalero today refer to the Pecos River as Too
e chi and the Rio Gra;'de as Tool chi ea.
I
37. In 1776 Garces referred to them as Lipan. In 1792, Arricivita called them
Ipa.-nde. The' exact derivation is not known.
38. The Carancaguaces are the Karankawa. The Borrados were a part of the
Coahuiltecan family which occupied both sides of the lower Rio Grande in .Texas and
Coahuila.
.
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bounded by the Llaneros; on tpe north by. the Comanches;
and on the east 'by the Carancaguacesand Borrados, the
province of Texas, and on the south by our frontier.
NAVAJOS

"This tribe is the farthest north of all of their nation. 39 It
inhabits the mountain range and the mesas of Navajo which
gives them their name. They are not nomadic like the other
Apaches, and they have fixed domiciles :40 of which there are
ten, namely: Sevolleta, Chacoli, Guadalupe, Cerro-Cabezon,
Agua Salada, Cerro Chato, Chusca, Tunicha, Chelle and
Carrizo. 41 They sow corn and other vegetables. They raise
sheep arid they manufacture coarse cloth, blankets and other
textiles of wool which they trade in New Mexico. In past
times they were enemies of the Spaniards: at present they
are their faithful friends and are governed by a general who
is appointed -by the governor: they suffer some inconveniences which are caused by their compatriots the Chiricaguis
and Gilefios, who are their neighbors on the south; on the
north they bound with the Yutes, on the west with the Moquinos [Hopi], and on the east with the province of New
Me:xico."
Thus far the MemoriaI.__ _
_
.

1

39. Cordero employs the term "nation" to designate all of the Apache groups, of
which the,Navajo were a part. The name Navajo appears to have been derived from a
Tewa term referring to "great planted fields." The Apache who annoyed· the Tewa of
Santa Clara pueblo became known as "Apache de Navaho" and later simply as
"Navaho:' Cordero also employs the word Hrancheria" throughout, which is herein
translated camp since true rancherias are not known to ha~e been built by the Apache
of his d a y . ·
.
40. Cordero states "domicilio fUo." He probably meant they concentrated within
certain geographic regions. The Navajo lived in more or less permanent dwellings
(hogans), but they never built towns.
41. Sevolleta is Cebolleta, north of Laguna, New Mexico; Chac'Oli is Chaco Canyon,
north of Gallup, New Mexico; Guadalupe cannot be identified, though it may have been
near Zuni, where this name was sometimes applied [It was across the ~io Pue~co west
of Cerro Cabezon. F.D.R.] ; Cerro Cabezon is Cabezon, north of Cebolleta; Agua Salada
is a name that could be applied to any salty water but cannot be identified· here [An
arroyo just north of Cebolleta. F.D.R.]. Cerro Chato is not known (but see below) ;
Chusca is also north of Gallup; Tunicha refers to the area about the Tunicha Mountains
(Cer~o Chato is given as an alternate name) ; Chelle is Canyon de Chelly in northeastern
Arizona and Carrizo is the area in the vicinity of the Carrizo Mountains of northeastern Arizona. In 1786, a few years prior to Cordero, Duran mentions Navajo at
Chclli, San Matheo near Mount Taylor, Zebolleta, Chusca and Hozo (Ojo de Oso or Bear
Spring) at the second site of Fort Wingate (Thomas, A. B., Forgotten Frontiers, 1932,
p.850).
.

SHEEP SHEARING IN NEW MEXICO 1956

By J. D. ROBB*
methods· of shearing sheep have not, it seems, changed
T
very greatly in New Mexico since the introduction of
mechanical clippers in the decade from 1895 to. 1905. was
HE

It
the writer's good fortune to be a visitor at the McWilliams
Ranch for two days during the 1956 shearing. This had been
going on for several days before my wife and I arrived and
would continue after we left. The daily procedure was as
follows:
\
At about 5-5 :30 in the morning four or five men go out
on horseback in order to bring in the sheep from a certain
section of the range or a certain pasture. The sheep thus col1ected average about 500 to 600 a day. Sometime between
7 and 8 a.m. the sheep gang and attendants go down to the,
shearing floor, an area floored with concrete so that the
fleeces, as they fall, do not become mixed with dirt. This floor,
is constantly kept swept by one man during the shearing. A
truck is drawn up alongside this concrete floor. Attached to
it an~ operating from the motor of the truck through the
mechanical means of a belt rotating shaft and gears are 8
pairs of clippers. The 8 shearers stand side by side. A number
of the sheep are kept penned up from the day before in order
to be ready for shearing when operations begin in the morning. These sheep are led through an ingenious system of small
and smaller corrals to the shearing floor. When the shearers
are ready to commence operations a number of sheep, usually
around 30 or 40, are led, or prodded with much shouting and
flourishing of sticks or rubber hoses, into the shearing area~
Each of the shearers seizes an unshorn sheep by the hind leg
and starting in th~ region of the udders, which he trims carefully, trims the legs, the belly and then around the left side,
over the head, and backdown the right side. The:entire operation of shearing a ewe consumes not over five minutes, sometimes as little as three minutes. A ram, especially if he has
* With

the collaboration of Frank and Tura McWilliams.
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horns, takes longer. The sheep are ,held carefully with their
feet off th~ ground so that held by the shearer with two legs
and a spare hand their struggles are ineffectual and they
quickly give up, except for~a convulsive start when nipped
occasionally by the clippers:.
As the sheep is released the attendant, who picks up and
ties the fleece, hands a brass counter. (two, if it is a ram
fleece) to the sheep shearer who then puts it in his pocket
and selects another sheep for shearing.
The fleece is then carried by an. attendant. to one· end of
the shearing floor, where a platform is erected. On the far
side of this platform· two frames are erected, on each of
which is a large wool sack fastened by means of a large steel
ring. The fleeces are dumped into this sack by another man
who,with his feet, tramps the fleeces down into the bag so
that they fill all the available space within the bag tightly..
As the shorn sheep accumulate within the shearing floor
area they are permitted to escape into a small adjoining pen
by an attendant who is very clever at opening the gate and
closing it after the shorn sheep and before any of the unshorn sheep can escape.
In this smaller pen the sheep are marked with bright
colored paint, a cold brand being placed on the sheep's side
--~------:wmeans of a branding iron like those used in branding
cattle. In the case of the McWilliams sheep, the brand is a red
letter HB". This brand is simply for quick and long range
identification. Adjoining ranch owners use different colors
. of paint, or make their brands on a different portion of the
sheep's anatomy. For close and final identification the sheep
are earmarked, the earmark in the case of the McWilliams
Ranch being a wedge-shaped cut in the end of the left ear.
The sheep are also further identified by a horizontal scar
across the nose.
Although the· shearing here is scheduled to take place before lambing, there are usua'lly a few prematurely born
lambs. Since large numbers of sheep are handled, the sheep
of a day's or morning's shearing are kept penned in for
some time after the shearing in order that in the midst of the
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relatively small group of penned sheep, these lambs may
find their mothers and vice-versa.
The activity on the shearing floor is difficult to descrihe.
, Itislike a noisy factory in full operation. There is great clatter of machinery and whirring of the shears. The shearers
work with almost incredible speed and concentration. There
are many men at work at different tasks. Some, like the herders, are employees o~ the rancher. The shearing crew, however, are employees of the boss, Lorenzo Villa. There were
engaged at this shearing beside ,Frank McWilliams, who
supervised and helped at various tasks, five herdsmen, eight
shearers, a tramper, two fleece collectors, a sweeper. Mr.
McWilliams did the branding but was relieved by one of the
herdsmen on his arrival. Everyone of these men has a task
which he executes with great skill. There is a feeling' of
sociability and excitement, competition and pleasure, There
is, also fatigue as was apparent when':one of the shearers
would straigliten, up to give his tense back muscles a rest. '
The'shearing starts at about 8 in the morning and continues until noon:' At about ,lo.o'clock the rancher begins to
examine a certain portiOIi' of the horizon with field glasses
'mentaliy caIcmlatfng,whether theexpectect", flockfrom"the
rangewiil ~rrive in time to prevent the interruption of
sheariIl~operations~Fimillya faint cloud 6fdust drift~ up
from: one, of the, arroyos, and presently an almos(imperceptible streak: o:fwliite
show itself against the 'side, ~f the
hill,which, on closer inspection; proves to be the flock o{sheep
coming through a gate or saddle in the hills. As the sheep near
the enclosure, particul~rly jf they are, old sheep, which have
been sheared before, theyshowgrea~reluctanceto ,be herded
into the corral. and in4iyidu,als, or groups 'of sheep will bolt
arid theteisgreat shoutihgand excitement as the.:riders spur
th~ir horses atagallbpafter"the re~~lcitraritaniinal~.','
Such
sheep:sheariiig on a big NewMexicoranch in
the yeal" 1956, ~s ith~ gQneon'for many,years and 'as I
suspect 'Will go onfor ma;nymore. "
',
'
An interesting featureo{ sheep shearing is the use· of
counters. The three counters illustrated in ,the photograph
are of a type that 'have been used in New Mexico for m~ny
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years when large flocks of sheep ~re sheared. One of these
counters bearing the initials of the patron of the sheep
shearing crews (in this case, Lorenzo Villa, of Carlsbad, New
Mexico) is given to each shearer as he completes the shearing
of a fleece'. The small circular counter represents credit for
one fleece, the octagonal counter represents .25 fleeces, and
the large circular counter represents 100 fleeces. They are
convertible into cash at the current rate when presented to
the issuer. The current rate is 30¢ for a ewe fleece, 60¢ for a
ram fleece, of which one half goes to Villa and the rest to the
shearer. At night after the shearing is over, the shearers
frequently gamble, using these counters in place of money,
and it is said that sometimes one man will end. up a sheep
shearing season with a goodly portion of the earnings of the
entire crew in his pocket.

Notes and Documents
Office of
COpy
J. S. STARRETT
Justice of the Peace
Young County
Graham, Texas, July, 1895
Robert Holman Esq. -

Las Vegas, N. M.

Dear Friend
and one time Neighbor away back several months 1 forget now how long
Maggie Receid a letter from you informing us of your Jhaving left
Peaco~ and Residence Los Vagas, N. M.We was all glad to know that
you was alISo well pleased with your New home. Maggie handed Me
the latter and Requested Me to answer immediately and that She wOl,lld
write some time later on. 1 said yes 1 would do so and put the letter
in My pocet 'and as 'uasuel put it off unt~ll a More convienent time
untell about the Last of April 1 was taken down sick ,and have been
Confind to My Room and Most of the time to My Bed 9 or 10 weeks
the longest Spell of Sickness of My life 1 am just Now able to setup
and look Out over the beautiful green sward that surounds the House
it has been Rainy so Much lately that everything has grown so luxuent;}y
you would be surprised to See Such a crop of vegetables and Milons
as Mr. Ford has on your old place he planted a Row of Water Milons
along the fence next to My House I told him he would never see a
Milon that would weigh a pound but to My astonishment 1 look out
of my Wondow this morning and count from 50 to 60 big Milons li~ing
along the fence Some of the Vines are running through the Cracks' ,of
the fence and bearing Milons in our yard such fine grass 1 have"not
seen for Many years it Reminds one of Early times in Texas the Street
in frunt of the House and College Hill all coverd in beautiful. greene
grass' 3 or 4'inches, high the corn imd cotton cropis very fine'the corn
the heviist crop that has Ever been rassied in the cou~ty,so the Farmers
say there was no wheat sown on account of the, dry fall thare was a
fair oat crop but, is almost intryly Ruind in the shock by continud
wet weather, the Rivers and Creeks have been very high Several Times
this Summer Salt Creek overflowd once and was Running like a River
for two days Just along the North line of our fence it Liked only 3 feet
of being on the onside of the fence. 1 had a view of it from My sick
bed thrugh the north window of My Room the Mill folks' was very
much alarmed for a' while. 1 wish 1 could visit you this Fall 1 would
like Especily'to Stay a while at the hot springs near Los Vegas but
'times is so hard and I am Making nothing 1 dont think it would be wise
to'Spend Money on an Experiment and EVEm if partialaly Restoid to
health 1 could not count on Many More yea~sof u~efuln~ss in this life
anyway, and'l think When a Man has out lived his usefulness in this
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life it is better for him to pass away; I would like to See Los Vagas
too and compare it with the Los Vogas I saw 30 odd years ago then a
little Mexican Town of perhaps not more than 2 Or 3 hundred inhabitants Ihave Spent two nights of My life in Los Vagas butnot under
very favorable circumstances at least I was not favorbaly impressed
with the conditions that surrounded me at the time, a hit of us had been
capturd at the Fight at Glorietar Canion 15 miles out from Santa fie
Some 40 or 50 in number 10 or 12 of the ShropShire Co We was sent
under gard to Fort Union after a long and hard days March on foot we
.la~ded late in the night in Los Vages and quaterd in some old filthey
and dilapadated Building I was so tiered I lay down and Selpt like
an old dog Next morning wewer started again on a double quick to
Ft Union after staying Several days at Fort Union the Yanks all Returned from the Glorietta fight Some of them come among us and
told us that they had anihilated the Texians that they had kild & capturd Sibleys whole outfit that what few they didnt get was scattrd all
over the Countrely and would starve to death they said we was no account and wold never Make Solders that we had better go home and stay
thare, I said to one felow who was.Iooking a Me, is that 'l,'rue, he said No
it was a dam Lie, he said the Texians got the Best of. the Fight that
neither side had any general that Booth armies wer Runing from each
other. Next morning we wer caId out in line and told that we might go
Back to our Frinds at Santa fie, th~t they wold Send No Escort with us
told us to Elect a capton of our own and March under him to Santa fie
We Elected a Manby the Name of Jolgn Henrey Capton they give us
Some Bread in a wallat and a Blanket apeace and we Started under our
new captan for Santa fie Our Capton was a fast wal,ker and.soon left
many of us far behind he seemed to think of nothing but to save him
Self and let his Command go to the devil, I dont think hav~ ever Seen
him from that day to this. Two hours after we startedthare was not 4
men in a squad to geather. I walked all day ~ith one comrade the wind
Blew hard all day from the north west we must have been the hind most
ones of the gang we 'got into Los Vegas after dark We. did not find our
Friends that had got in a .head of us Some whare in the East part of
Towne We found some water and after quinching our thirst we Tried to
spread our Blankets But the Wind was Blowing so hard we couldent
spread them out so Just wroped them around us and lay downe and
Slept untell morning the next Morning w4en we awaake we found
some of our Friends lyeing not far away We got up eat some of our
Bread drank water out of a creek close by and Resumed our. March to
Santa fie I dont Remember how long we was making it I think 2 days
from Los Vegas. when we got thare our Command had gone and was
leaving the Countrey we found, a few of our sick & wounded men in a
hospital I was then sick, with Small Pox and was put in an old doby
house with some others with same disease Most of them died a few only
got well we left poor Wils Bonds Sick at Fort Union he died thare after-
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wards, poor·felow his fate was hard in deed to be left among.stranger to
die with no Friend to' comfort him by speaking even a kind.word to him
in his last hours on Earth I have often Thougtt of his Sad ending but
Such is the fate. Man I Shal have to close this I fear to you, dlil and
poorly composed Communicati~n I am now very weak and neryos and
can write no more at present if you will answer this in My Next I
will tell you how I got home from Santa fie Maggie will answer Mip
Lous letter in a few days and. give you all the News of the Towne
Kind love of My Family to yours,
.
Pa
[SuJ:i~itted for publication by Mrs. E~ma H. Scott, daughter of Robert
HoI.man. Texas State Historical Association, Austin; Texas. Ed.]

*

*

*

*

.*

Mrs. E. P. Ellwood of DeKalb, Illinois has given the Archives and
Western History department of the University of Wyoming the records
of the famous Isaac L: Ellwood Barbed Wire Companies.
. The Ellwood Company, manufacturing barbed' wire invented by
Joseph Glidden, was one of the first to sell barbed wire on an extensive
basis i'n the American West. The Ellwood Collection coupled with the
Wyoming Stock Growers' AssoCiation files make the Western Range
Cattle Industry at the University of Wyoming an especially strong
research field for scholars in Western History.
. .
. The Ellwood
records consist
of one hundred
mid
twenty~five
letter
, .
" I
'
,
.
.
file boxes, seventy-five letter press books, sixty' ledgers' and a large
amount of unClassified correspondence.

*

Lincoln Cou~ty Chronology
.(continued)
2 (Tues.) Party return:s to Lincoln with Copeland, who appeals
to Dudley for protection.
Widenmann describes Tunstall .murder, testifying at habeas
corpus hearings (before Judge Bristol at Mesilla) for Jesse
Evans, charged with murder of Tunstall.
.
. 3 (Wed.)· Sheriff's posse leaves Lincoln for San Patricio.
4 Turner,-Powell, and Bob Beckwith party of 12 "Regulators" attack Chisum South Spring ranch house.
5 "Regulators" leave South Spring Ranch.
10 (or just previous thereto) Dolap party ransacks San Patricio.
Dolan party, including Bob Beckwith and about 35 others, returns
to Lincoln from San Patricio.
13 (Sat.) "Regulator" warning note issued.
14 (Sun.) McSween and "about 40" men reach Lincoln.
15 (after dark) Dolan and "about 15" men ride into Lincoln
"shooting and yelling."
15 (Mon.) South Spring raid - fight with Deputy Marion Turner.
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14-19 (Sun. through Fri.) "THREE DAYS' BATTLE."
15 (Eve.) Daniel Huff dieso! poisoning.
17 (Wed.) Firing subsides.
,i8 (ThU:r.) 'Dr. Appelvisits Lincoln in response to letter from
Capt. Baca to Dudley asking protection.
Ben Ellis (in corral at his home) shot in neck.
(probably) Cullens killed.
19 (Fri. 10 A.M.) Dudley arrives in Lincoln with "troops and 2
pieces of artillery."
Dr. Ealy and family removed to Fort Stanton in Army ambulance
and restricted thereafter from communicating with outsiders.
McSween, Beckwith,.Bowers, Harvey Morris, Vincente Romero,
and Francisco Zamara, etc., killed.
20 (4 P.M.) Troops leave Lincoln for Fort Stanton.
Ealy family and Mrs.' Shield escorted to Ft. Stanton.
Kid emerges as sole leader' of remnants of anti-Dolan forces.
19 to Sept. 30 Capt. Carroll's investigation' at Roswell- earliest
day John Selman known to be in Pecos Valley.
23 Chas. Crawford dies at Fort Stanton Hospital from gunshot
wound in left hip.
28 Grant County Herald reports telegram from Mesill!! that Kid
Antrim was one cif the parties killed in recent fight at Lincoln.
28 Military Court at Ft. Stanton reviews July fight at Lincoln.
29 Ealy family leaves Ft. Stanton in military ambulance.
Lincoln County Grand Jury indicts Marion Turner and John
Johns for murder of McSween, etc.
Widenmann "lying low" in Silver City.
30 Protective military guard withdrawn from Baca's house.
31Chisumsreach Bosque Grande en route to refuge on Canadian.
Aug.- Capt.W. A. Johnson killed by father-in-law, H. M. Beckwith, who is shot in face by Wallace Ollinger.
-Lew Wallace appointed Governor.
-Pat Garrett reaches Fort Sumner for first time.
Aug. 1 Protective military guard reassigned to Baca's house.
Protective military guard remains at Mrs. Brady's home:, •
3 Ealy party, including Mrs. McSween (iiI) reach Las Vegas.
3 Godfroy requests return of military guard to Agency account
proximity of Henry Brown and Kid "who intend to kill" him.
- J. C. Lea acquires by purchase Smith and Wilburn's Roswell
property.
5 (Mon.) Morris J. Bernstein killed at Mescalero Indian Agency.
13 Billy presents Indian memento to Sallie Chisum at Bosque
Grande.
17· Wm. Johnson killed by Hugh Beckwith.
18 (Sun.) Kid, O'Folliard, Waite, Middleton and Brown join
Bowdre and Scurlock at Fort Sumner.
Dolan "posse" removes all 200 cattle from Tunstall ranch. Thomas
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Gardner asks military protection for the Seven Rivers section,
"full of men of the worst class."
Guard withdrawn from Baca house.
Military receives report of formation of partie~ at Puerto de Luna
'and Fort Sumner to plunder Lincoln County.
Peppin in hiding in slaughter house at Fort "Stanton.
Mid-Aug. Baca, Kimbrell, Jose Montana and ~lorencio Gonzalez
petition governor for military protection.
22 Billy presents Sallie Chisum with ','2 candi" at Ft. Sumner.
Fall J. C. Lea visits Fort Stanton and secures Capt. Carroll and
a company of colored soldiers for Roswell.
Sept. (circa) Mormon farm~rs abandon homes and leave country.
Sept. 1 (Sun.) Kid and party visit Lincoln to assist Scurlock and
Bowdre to move families to Fort Sumner.
2 (7:30 P.M.) Shield ordained in Presbyterian service at Anton
Chico.
6 "Wrestlers" "60 to 80" strong stage raid and kill one man.
7 Bowers and Smith steal 15 horses from Fritz ranch.
10 (Tues.) Kid raids Fritz ranch on Bonito 8 miles east of Lincoln.
11 (Night) Kid camps with Chisum party 15 miles N.R. of Ft.
Sumner.
Mid-Sept. Widenmann in Santa Fe.
Kid's encounter with J ack.Long at Ft. Sumner.
16 H. M. Beckwith, suffering from gunshot wound in face, discharged from Fort Stanton Hospital, delivered as a prisoner to
deputy sheriff.
17 (Tues.) Mrs. McSween lea:ves Lincoln for Las Vegas.
17 John, Selman and party kill Gregorio Sanchez.
-: Chapman commences practice of law at Las Vegas.
25 Wallace leaves Crawfordsville for Santa Fe.
28 "Wrestlers" kill 2 sons of Chavez, also a third man.
'Nine "Wrestlers" visit Fort Stanton to buy ammunition; Dudley
refuses permission; they break up saloon of Hudgens, owned by
Catron, called a "brewery" located just outside reservation. Party
led' by' Gunter or Irwin.
'
29 Dolan leaves Fort' Stanton for Santa Fe.
30 (Mon.) Murphy reaches Santa Fe from Lincoln:,
(9 P.M.) Wallace,reaches Santa Fe from Trinidad by buckboard.
Oct. 1 (Approx.) Kid raids Grzelachowski Ranch; Bowdre sells
interest in stolen stock and hires out to Pete Maxwell; a native
posse overtakes but does not 'challenge Kid's party which disposes
of stock at Tascosa; Middleton, Waite, and Brown part from Kid
and O'Folliard who return to Fort Sumner.
(Through part of Feb. 1879) Capt. Carroll's detachment on duty
in Pecos Valley.
2 Wallace wires Schurz he has relieved Axtell.
Young Sanchez killed ,by desperadoes.
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3 "Wrestlers" rape women at Bartlett's Grist Mill, 11 miles from
, Fort Stanton.
7 President Hayes' proclamation on Lincoln County troubles.
8 Probate Judge Florencio Gonzales. and other Lincoln citizens
petition Wallace for protection.
10 58 Lincoln County citizens petition 'pardon for Ramon Winters,
charged with burglary.
lliTwo men, said to be "Wrestlers" killed, reportedly by party led
by Patron on road between Lloyd's Crossing and Fort Sumner.
11 Wallace in Cimarron.
16 "Wrestlers" rape two women at ranch.
19 65 horses stolen from JicariIIa Apaches. 5000 sheep stolen by 7
Americans near Capitan Mt. Small number of cattle stolen near
Tularosa.
19 Post Office at Roswell; Lloyd's station and Seven Rivers
abandoned.
(Sat.) Murphy dies,.aged 47.
- (By his own account) Gildea arrives.
Nov. (circa) Chapman employed by Mrs. McSween and goes to
Lincoln.
.
(Early) Saturnino Baca returns to Lincoln from Fort Stanton
refuge.
Nov. George Kimbrell appointed sheriff.
Bristol forfeits Widenmann's bond for non-appearance, Mesilla.
13 (Wed.) Wallace issues Proclamation of Amnesty.
15 Beckwith, Powell, Pierce, Paxton and others return from hiding, to Seven Rivers.
23 (Sat.) Chapman and Mrs. McSween arrive at Lincoln.
30 Dudley attacks Wallace in open letter (pub. Dec. 14).
Dec. 1-7 Chapman posts call forpubIic meeting in Lincoln, Dec. 7.
13 Lt. French tries to pick fight with Chapman at Mrs.
McSween's. .
Mid-Dec. "Regulators" occupy Lincoln.
Between 14 and 22 Peppin resigns, declining to serve out te~m.
7 Wallace requests Hatch to remove Dudley.
- Jack. Long alias Mont, alias Longmont, and another (said by
some to be Bonney) arrested for driving out the mail keeper at
Bosque Grande and firing shots i~to mail station room. Dudley
orders release ofprfsoners from charge of Lt. G. W. Smith; Justice Wilson acquits them.
15 Justice Wilson attempts arrest of Lt. French on charge of
"assault' to kill" by Chapman.
20 (circa) Lt. Dawson and 15 enlisted men deliver Lt. French to
Justice Wilson (Chapman charge).
22 (Sun.) Kid surrenders to Kimbrell and escapes from old L. C..
jail, (Authentic Life says surrendered to Kimbrell in Lincoln in
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March and confined at'Patrons; moved to old jail on March 21st;
O'Folliard arrested at same time.)
22 (circa) D~lan, Long, seek refuge at Fort Stanton.
Upson is Postmaster at Roswell for ~ few weeks; succeeded by
'J. C. Lea. Dudley "isolates" Fort Stanton.
23 Lt. G. W. Smith of Capt. Purington's company assigned to
Lincoln as escort for Sheriff, returning to Fort Stanton Feb. 18,
I
'
1879.
1879 Jan. 1 J. C. Lea takes office,as County Commissioner.
1 (circa) Widenmann reaches London.
20 (circa) Chapman leaves Lincoln for Santa Fe.
Feb. 1 Peppin relieved from duties as "figurehead" sheriff.
Kimbrell receives at Lincoln warrant issued May 10 for arrest of
Bonney on charge of murder.
'
5 (circa) Wallace returns'from Trinidad with family.
5 t~ 25 Capt. Carroll's detachment searches' for Tunstall cattle
near Pope's Crossing on Pecos.
.
7 Peppin's commission as U. s. Deputy Marshal cancelled by John
Sherman.
12 (Wed.) Chapman leaves Las Vegas for ,Lincoln.
18 (Tues. A.M.) Dudley sees'letter from Bonney, alias Kid, to a
Dolan adherent, regarding establishment of peace.
(10 P.M.) Chapman killed by Dolan, and/or Campbell and/or
Evans.'
19 J. P. cases against Dudley; Peppin, and Long dismissed.
Sheriff Kimbrell and "all male citizens then in Lincoln" petition
for troops.
20 Sheriff Kimbrell requests Lt. Goodwin to supply six soldiers as
posse to arrest Bonney charged with murder. Granted 23rd.
26 (just prior to) Dudley by invitation attends meeting of Lincoln
citizens and' receives petition, for stationing soldiers at Lincoln,
signed by adherents of both factions. Sees written agreement of
peace between Dolan and Kid.
Hatch orders Lt. Goodwin to arrest at Carrizozo, Campbell,
,Mathews, and Evans, for Chapman murder, and Sgt. Israel
Murphy to arrest at Las Tablas near Coghlan's Ranch, Kid and
Thomas O'Folliard as accessories.
,Mar. 1 Wallace and Hatch leave Santa Fe for Lincoln County.
Hatch Instructs Dudley to place-his command under orders of Gov.
Wallace.

)

Book Reviews
Cuentos Espafioles de Colorado y de Nuevo Mejico. By Juan
B. 'Rael. 2 vols. Stanford, California: 'Stanf~rd University
Press, 1957. Pp. Vol. I., xvi/559, Vol. II., xv/819.
Bibliography. $10.00.
In 1946 Aurelio M. Espinosa's monumental work Cuentos
Populares Espanol'es was published and set a goal for other
scholars interested in Spanish folklore. Now, eleven years
later, Juan B. Rael, colleague and former student of Espinosa's, reaches another high goal and makes an. important
contribution to Spanish folklore studies with his Cuentos
Espafioles de Colorado y de Nuevo Mejico.
The collection, a two volume work, contains 518 tales
collected by Rael in, Colorado ,and New Mexico in 1930 and
1940. Although some tales had been published in the Journal
of American Folklore,l this is the first publication of the
complete' collection. The great number of variants of wellknown tales and tales appearing in print for the first time
make the work an invaJuable aid to the folklore scholar,
especially for comparative studies.
Classified according to Espinosa's Cuento.s Populares
Espafioles, the types of the tale in the collection range from
the riddle, moral, animal and magic to the picaresque and
cumulative. All are verbatim transcriptions from the lips of
98 Spanish-speaking informants, mostly inhabitants of
small communities of Colorado and New Mexico, and reflect the Spanish cultural heritage which is still preserved by
iliem.
'
Cuentos Espano~es de Colorado y de Nuevo Mejico is a
collection and, does not make a pretense of being anything
else; nevertheless, Rael makes the work of greater value by
1.

Juan B. Rael, "Cuentos espanole. de Colorado y de Nuevo' Mejico," (Primers
LlI., 205-206 (July-December, 1939), pp.

I Serie), Journal of American Folklore,

227-323.
And
Juan B. RaeI, "Cuentos espano!es de Colorado y de Nuevo Mejico," (Segunda
Serie), Journal of American Folklore, LV., 215-216 (January-June, 1942), pp. 1-93.
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giving English'summaries and comparative notes on each
tale at the end of Volume II. He gives the most important
data such as type numbers according to Aarne-Thompson,
Espinosa, and Boggs' studies. Parallel tales found in other
Spanish material are noted.
It is unfortunate that in Volume II., mispagination and
misprint occur. "La piel de pulga" (313), Which begins on
page 326, 'continues on page 331' and ends on page 334. "EI
peladillo" (314), which begins at the bottom of page 329,
continues on page 327 and ends at the top of page 329. In the
bibliography under the entry on J. M. Espinosa, a misprint in
dates is obvious: 1973 for 1937.
The mechanical errors' mentioned, however, do not detract from the value of the collection. Rael's work is definitely
a milestone in Spanish folklore studies and a must for the
serious student of the folktale.
Texas Western College
EI Paso, Texas

SOLEDAD PEREZ

O.

Massacre: The Tragedy at WhiteRiver. By Marshall
Sprague. Boston: Little, Brown and Company, 1957. Pp.
xviii, 364.
I If the author had ,given his book the title "Incidents That
Occurred in, Or That Carl Be Related to the History of
Colorado'During the 1870's and 80's, particularly as it might
pertain tO,the Ute Indians and more particularly the Meeker
Massacre in 1879, with Biographical Sketches of Important Participants," it would have been easier for me to have
reviewed this book. A remarkable job has been done of ferreting out these intesting incidents. They have been examined
closely and reported'well. '
To indicate the time and effort that Marshall Sprague put
into the preparation of the manuscript, and of himself to
become familiar with the geographical area in which the
events took place, let me quote directly from him: "I covered
the fringe country east of the Roc~ies from Santa Fe through
Taos, all up and down the San Luis and Wet Mountain Valley,
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the various Colorado parks and old Ute camps around Colorado Springs. My wife was with me on all these trips which
covered many thousands of miles in our station wagon.' We
are great fishermen and always had our fishing and camping
gear along. We caught fish in the White River and most other
streams mentioned in the book. My wife did most of the
driving and I took notes. We spent several beautiful fall
days picnicking and strolling around the battleground of
the Thornburgh fight and made a point of being there on
September 29 to have an approximate idea of what the
weather may have been like in 1879 at that date. We spent
weeks in and around :Meeker, and a week at Greeley going
over Nathan Me~ker's home and habitat. For a solid winter
I drove 75 miles one day a week to do research in the State
Museum library and archives in Denver. We spent a week in
Washington, D.C., combing the National Archives for other
data. In matters of fauna and flora, nothing is mentioned in
'the book which we did not observe ourselves in the way of
birds, animals, flowers, trees, bushes, geology and weather.
We loved the country, and I hope some of the beauty we felt
comes through to the reader."
Since the title of the book may lead the reader to expect
a concentrated treatment of the Meeker Massacre itself, I
should warn him that some sifting will have to be done to
separate the material actually pertaining to this event from
the balance of the information that the bo.ok contains. As a
historian,one could question certain characterizations given
and certain answer~ arrived at. As an ethnologist, one would
urge greater caution in the conclusions reached. As a general
reader, in the pursuit of information and pleasure, one would
sit back and enjoy the accounts given.
This is certainly not the definitive work on the Meeker
Massacre or the period in which this event occurred, but
there is information included here which is not easily available elsewhere. Therefore, I would recommend that the book
be acquired' by persons doing research in the area, as well as
the generalreader.
Brigham Young University

S.

,
LYMAN TYLER
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The Journal of Captain John R. Bell, Official Journalist for
the Stephen H. Long Expedition to the Rocky Mountains,'
1820. Edited by Harlin M. Fuller and LeRoy R. Hafen.
(Glendale; California: The Arthur H. Clark Company,
1957. Pp. 849. Index.

The expedition to the Rocky Mountains in 1820 under theleadership of Major Stephen H. Long was a major Federal
government. project for e:J5:ploration of the Louisiana Territory. Captain Bell w-as desiinated the official ch~()nicler Of
the expedition. His diary is now published in full for the-first
time with limited but adequate annotation by the editors,
with most attention to the part that deals with the transMississippi region.
Bell prepared his journal at the end of the trip from
notes taken enroute. He confesses a lack of preparation for
the task because of a deficient education. One eloquent passage (p. 177) reveals a talent for writing that would have
been welcome more often. Otherwise his style is disjointed
and a mild irritation is experienced when a key word is
omitted or incompletely spelled. The editors could have interpolated words in brackets without detracting from their aim
of presenting an exact copy of the original.
Bell's journal supplements Long's and provides corrections for some errors in geography. Bell's errors in turn are
_pointed Ol,lt by the editors. The route of the expedition to the
Rockies was "followed substantially" by the later stage coach
and the present-day Union Pacific Railroad~ The explorers'
skirted the east side of the Mountain, then Bell led i detachment homeward by way of the Arkansas River while Major
Long followed the Canadian.
This journal provides interesting and useful insight to
the lives of the Indian folk and the vicissitudes of travel on
the plains caused by Mother Nature or the ineptness of man.
Captain Bell would not have won a Boy Scout merit badge.
The first night of camping under the stars was marred by
breaking a hatchet in preparing firewood. Three days later
he lost that most useful of articles, his coffee cup.
Information from interpreters and personal observations
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describes the costumes and manners of the Indians. Otto
Indian chiefs were observed wearing medals bearing the
likeness of Jefferson and Madison, an old diplomatic practice
of the white man in dealing with the aborigines. The travelers
.carefully observed protocol in Indian diplomacy and boldly
resisted the Indian's tendency toward "thievery."
As volume VI of the publisher's The Far West and' the
Rockies Historical Series 1820-'1875, it will be welcomed as
another item in Western Americana and prove serviceable to '
scholars in several fields of study.
Fort Gibson was established in 1824 (cf. p. 270 note).
F.D.R.

INDEX
A Pictarial History of the American Indian
by La Farge, ,rev'd., 290
Abran, Don Jose, 30
Adams, Eleanor B., critique of Ellis, "Tome
'. • . ," 67
Agriculture (1870's), 235
Aguirre, Fray Bernardo de, 308
Alcalde (1860's), 255
Albuquerque and railroad, 162
Angel, Frank Warner, 231 passim
Antelope (settlement), 236
Apache Indians, 319; Cordero's description,
335 ; derivation of name, 36; mission field,
40f; and railroad, 174; see Frank D.
Reeve; tribal names
Apache Railroad, 192
Apache Springs, 255
Arizona Central Railroad, 170
Arizona Eastern Railroad, 180 ,
Arizona Mineral Belt Railroad, 171
,Arizona Narrow Gauge Railroad, 178
Arizona and California Railroad, 180
Arizona and Colorado Railroad, 191
Arizona and New Mexico Railroad, 176
Arizona and Southeastern Railroad, 181
Arizona and Swansea Railroad, 192
Arizona and Utah Railroad, 175, 188
Arizona: Indians (1757), 316; meaning of
name, 311 note; missions,.' 310; place
names, 811
Army: contractors, 126 passim; exploration,
145ff; strength (1850's), 137; supply, 125
passim," Bee military
Arvide, Fray Martin de, 41, 308
Atajo (mule train), description, 109
Atchison Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad, 159
passim.

;.

.

Atlantic and Pacific Railroad, 153 passim
Automobile transportation, 202
Bac, San Xavier del, mission, 316
Baca, Capt. Alonso, 46
BaeR, Gov. Bartolome, 18
Baca, Edwin, see Florence H. Ellis
Backus, Capt. William H., 1
Bailey, G., re overland mail, 100
Baltasar, Juan A., 333
Banuelos, Capt. Diego de; 307
Baptist, John, 83
Barrios, Francisco de, 307
Barrows, H. D., re overland mail, 102
Bates, Samuel, 8
Beale, Lieut. Edward F., 146
Becker, John, 22
Ben Moore Mt., 229
Bender, Averam B., "Military Transportation in the Southwest, 1848-1860," 123-150
Bernal, Crist6baJ Martin, 823
Betancourt, Francisco del Castillo, 322
Billy The Kid, 53 .
,
Birch, James, 91
Blazer, Almer N., '54

Bolton's uRim of Christendom," origin, 311
note
.
Bonney, William (Billy The Kid), 53
IBosque de los Pinos, 15
tBosque Redondo, 256
Bradshaw Mountain Railway, 188
Bridges (18th cent.), 121
iBrunswick, Marcus, 58
'Bullock, T. S., 170
'Burro Mountain Railroad, 184
Burro, significance in Southwest, 108
Butterfield Overland mail, 89
'

Camp Jackson, 252
Canyon Diablo, 165
Cardenas, Fray Benigno, 272
Carlanas (JicariIla Apache), 832
Carleton, Gen. James H., 6
Carreta, description, 111
Casa Colorado; 18
Casa-Fuerte, 45
Catholic Church, priests (1905), 14
Cattle breeding, 63f; disease, 56; drive to St.
Fe (1866), 249 ; grower's association, 63f;
rustling, 53-65
Celerity wagon, description, 96
Central Arizona Railroad, 170
Central City (Colo.), 4
Ceremonial deerskin, 324
"Charcos City" (Tome), 25
Chaves, Clemente, 24
Chaves, Cruz (Mrs. M. A. Otero), 35
Chaves, Dolores (Mrs. M. A. Otero), 31
Chaves, Felipe, 23, 29
Chaves, Col. Francisco, 29
Chavez, Robert W., 211
Chicago Rock Island and Pacific Railroad,
184
Chical, 15
Chihuahua, Indians of, 319
Chisum, John Simpson, 53-65
Church problems, 260f
Cimarron and Northwestern Railroad, 192
Civil War period, Iff, 862
Clark, William A."175
Coal development, 159 passim
Coghlin, Pat, 53
Colorado River navigation, 144
Comanche Canyon, 261_
Commerce (18th cent.); 116
'Conchos River Indians, 828
Concord coach, description, 95
Conestoga wagon, 118
Congress 'Gold Mine Railroad, 176
Connelly, Ofelia R. de, 16
Constancia (village), 22f" 29
Cooke, Lieut.-Col. Philip St. George, 145
Copper development, 181' passim
Cordero, Lieut.-Col. Antonio, 385
"Cordero's Description of' tbe Apaches1796," ed. by Matson and Schroeder, 885356
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Cruz, Juan de la, 307
Cuartelejos (Apache), 332
Cuentos Espaiioles de Colorado II de Nuevo
Mejico, by Rael, rev'd, 368
Cuervo, Gov. Tienda de, 815
Customs, 259 passim
Deming, 168
Dempsey, H. M., 8
Denver (Colo.), 2
Denver and Rio Grande Railroad, 160 passim
Denver and Southwestern Railroad, 192
Denver'Texas and Fort Worth Railroad, 177
Depots (supply), see Army
Derby, Lieut. George H., 144
Diesel locomotive, 208
Doyon, Bernard, The Cavalry of Christ 1m
the Rio Grande 1849-1889, rev'd., 79
Dry Horn Route, 256
Dumarest, Father Noel, death, 16
Duran, Fray Rodrigo, 801'
Echavarria, Fray Miguel de, CustOdio, 808
Ellis, Florence Hawley, "Tome and Father
J. B. R.," critique, 67; and Edwin Baca,
"The'Apuntes of Father J. B: Ralliere,"
10-85, 259-273
Ellwood, Isaac L., business records, 368
EI Paso bridge and ferry (18th cent.), 121
EI Paso and Northeastern Railroad, 184
EI Paso and 'Southwestern R.Jlroad. 181
Emory Pass, incorrectly marked, 213
Emory, William H., 'survey (1846),218
Escalona, Fray Juan de, 302
Espinosa, Father Alonso, 816
Ewer, Johnny, death, 56
Faraones (Apache), 882
Farrington, Jessie Prado, death, 66
Farwell, J. M., re overland mail, 102
Fernandez, Jaime, 298
Fields, Robert, 8
Fink, Maurice, et al., When Grass Was King
. . . ,rev'd., 283
First fruits, 260
Floods in Rio Grande Valley, 15 passim
Fonsi~ Fray Francisco, 308
Forbes, Jack 'Douglas, "The Janos, Jocomes,
Mansos and Sumas Indians," 319-834
Fort Bascom, 209, 253
Fort Elliott. 208 '
,
Fort Smith (Ark.) to Fort Union, 246
Fort Stanton.. 254
Fort Sumner, 256
Fort Union, 129; 246 passim; see E. D. R.
Spencer
Fort Yuma, 129
Franciscans, 293ft'
Francolon, Father J. P., 83 note
Franko, Father Franziskus, 817
Freight rates (1850's) ~ 138
FrenlOnt, John C., 154
Fuente; Capt. de la, 328
Fuller, Harlin M. and LeRoy R. Hafen, eds.,

The Journal of Captain R. BeU • •• ,
rev'd., 371

Garcia" Capt. Marcos, 304
Garrett, Patrick F., 58
Geography, 213, 246 passim
Gerstner, Father Michael, 318
Gibson, Charles, rev., Sales, Observatitm8 on
California 177fi-1790, 285
Gila Valley Globe and Northern Railroad,
174
Glass, J., 8
Glorieta Canyon battle, 362
Gold discovery (Colo.), 2
G<>rdejuela, Capt. Juan de, 298
Gould,'Jay, 157
Government (1860's), 255
Graham, Texas; description (1895), 361
Greever, William S.; "Railway Development
in the Southwest," 151-208
Gringo. use of term, 267
Guebavi, meaning, 311
Guerin, Rev. John, 31 note
Guerra de Resa, Juan, 298
Guerrero, Capt. Luis, 298'
\

"

Hagerman, J.' J., 178
Hammond, George, P. and Agapito Rey,
"The Crown's Participation in the Founding of New Mexico," 293-309
Harriman, Edward, 180
Harvey House, 201
Harwood, Col. Paul, 246
Harwood, Thomas, 23, 272
Henderson, Joseph L., The Pollen Path,
rev'd., 77
Herrera, Juan Rodriguez de, 307
Highway improvement (1850's), 148f
Hinton, Harwood' P. Jr., uJohn Si~pson
Chisum, 1877-84," 53-65
Hollon, W. Eugene. rev., When Gras8 Was
King by Fink, et.a!., 283
Holman, Robert, 861
Hopkin's Ranch, 257
"Horny Toad" railroad, 163 note
Horse, origin in Southwest, 107; scarcity in
New Mexico, 108
Howe, CoL M. S., 246
Hunt, Marshal A.,C., 5
Huntington, C. P., 155
Hutchinson, W. H;, "A Bar Cross Man
Eugene Manlove Rhodes," rev-'d., 75
Hutchison, Bill, 56
Indians: pictures of, 291 ; see tribal names;
Frank D. Reeve
Irrigation development, 178 passim
Isaac, Roberts, 8
Isleta and railroad, 163
Ives. Lieut. Joseph C., 144
Jackson, Mrs. Alexander M., letters, 66
J ames, Arthur Curtis, 182
Janos Indians, mission,' 319
Jaramillo, Jose, 27
Jaramillo, Telesforo, 24
Jesuits,'311; banishment (1767),817
Jicarilla Apaches, 288
J ocomes Indians, 819

INDEX
Johnston, Inspector General J. E., 136
Jumano Indians, 329; defhlition, 331 note
Kearny, Gen. Stephen W., route to Califomia, 213
Kimball, Sherift' George·W., 53_
Kingston Stage Line, 208
Kneeling Nun Mt., 229
Kroenige's Ranch, 254
La Farge, Oliver, A Pictorial History of the
American Indian, rev' d., 290
Lamy, Archbishop Jean Baptiste, see J. B.
Ralliere
Land grants and fraud, 260
Lara, Juan de, 305
L"" Vegas (1862), 362
Latin America: A HistOry, by Thomas,
rev'd., 283
Law West of Fort Smith, by Shirley, rev'd.,
288
Lawlessness,-231 passim
Lea, Capt. J. C., 56
League, Spanish (length), 316 note
Lee, Capt. Robert E., 140
Lincoln County: Chronology, 69-74, 275-281,
363-367; early settlers, 236; war, 69ft', 231
passim
Littlefield, George W., 60
Loyola, Father Marcos de, 326
Luna, Antonio Jose, 29
Luna, Eloisa (Mrs. M. B. Otero), 3'0
McLean, Dr. D., 56
McWilliams, Frank, ranch, 357
McMurtrie, J. A., 160
Magma Arizona Railroad, 192
Mail service (1850's), 83; early 19th cent.,
116 ; route, 204Manases, Apache chief, 41
Manlove, "Nigger John," 58
_
Mansos Indians, 319; mission, 325
Manzanares, Francisco, 23
Manzano (village), 31
Marcy, Capt. Randolph B., 143
Marquez, Fray Diego, 301
Martinez, Fray Alonso, 301
Masonic Lodge, 7
'
Massacre, by Sprague, rev' d., 869
Milsten, N. K., 174
Matson, Daniel S. and Albert H. Schroeder,
eds., "Cordero's Description of the Apache
-1796," 335"356
Mendizabal, Miguel O. de, 333
Mendoza, Ana de, 298
Mendoza, Juan Dominguez de. 44
Middendorft', Father Gottfried Bernhardt,
310-318
'
Military movement (1866), 246; policy
(1850's), 139; supplies (19th cent.), 124;
transportation, 123-150; see Army
Mill, grain (1869), 29
'
Mineral development, 159 passim
Mining (Chihuahua), 294; (Colo.), 1 passim
Mission supply service. 113f
Missionaries (1590's), 801; expenses, 307
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Montoya, (Alferez) Bartolome de, 304
Moore, Capt. Benjamin D., 229
Moorhead, Max L., "Spanish Transportation
in the Southwest, 1540.1846," 107-122
Morenci Southern Railroad, 181
Morley, W. R., 159
"Mormon War" cost (1858),135
Maricopa and Phoenix Railroad, 174
Mota, Juan de la, 296
Mule, packing technique, 109 ; significance in
Southwest, 108ft'
'
Mullin, R. N., Lincoln County Chronology,
69-74, 275-281, 363-367
Munos~ Fray Francisco, 41
Murphy, Frank M., 172
Murphy Lawrence G. (death), 236
Murphy, N. 0., 173
Muzzall, Thomas A., "Across the Plains in
1866," 246-258; biographical data, 274
N acozari Railroad, 182
Natageses (Apache), 332
Navaho:- myths, 77; and railroad, 164; see
Frank D. Reeve
Negro soldiers, 246
New Mexico, costs of settlement, 293
New Mexico Central Railroad, 187
New Mexico Midland Railway, 192
Nickerson, Thomas, 159
Nuestra Senora de Guadalupe, Manso Mission, 325
Nuestra Senora de Ia Soledad de los Janos
Mission, 319
Nutt~ Cot H. C., 159, 170
Oblates of Mary Immaculate (Texas), 79

Observations on California 1772-1790 by
Sales, rev'd.; 285
Och, Father Joseph, 313
Ochoa, Tomas, 307
-Odem, W., 3
Ojuelos spring, 261
Onate, Fernando de, 301
Onate, Juan de, 295ff
Onate, Luis de, 301 _
Orchard, Mrs. Sadie, 208
Orchard, S. J., 208
Ormsby, Waterman L., 98
Oropresa, Capt. Juan Lucas de, 304
Ortega, Fray Pedro de, _41
Otero, Antonio Jose, 29,
Otero, Manuel A., 25
Otero, Miguel, 159
Overland Mail Co., 92; see O. O. Winther
Oxen as draft animals, 110

Palmer, William J., 153, 160
Parks, H. L., 214
Parks Pass, 227
Patrick, H. R., 174
Patterson, D., 3 .
"Fea Vine" railroad, 172
Pearce, T. M.., rev., Hutchinson, A Bar CroBB
Man • •• Eugene Manlove Rhodes, 75
Pecos Valley Railroad, 178
Pedraza, Fray Ger6nimo de, 41

/
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Peralta, Gov. Pedro de, appointment, 304
Perez, Gaspar, 307
,
Perez 0., Soledad, rev., Rael, Cuentos Espafioles • • • , 368
Peterson; Harold F., rev. Moore, The Ca-,
bildo in Peru under the Hapsburgs.
260
Pfefferkorn, Father Ignaz, 313
Phelps Dodge Co., 181
Phoenix and Eastern Railroad, 180
Phoenix Tempe and Mesa Railway, 174
Pierce, James, 3
Pita, Francisco Gonzalez, 307
Pitaval, Archbishop J. B., 268
Plummer, Lieut. E. H., 209
Polici, Father-Visitor Horacio, 327
Pollock Creek, 227
Ponce, Pedro, 297
Pope, Capt. John, 139
Postal rates (1850's), 97
Post offices (1870's), 236
Potts, J. P., 3
•
Prescott and Arizona Central Railroad, 170
Prescott and Eastern Railroad, 172
Prescott Junction (Seligman), 171
Prices (1860's), 253 passim
Priests (Catholic, 1905)~ 14; see J. B.
Ralliere
Querino Canyon, 165
Quinia, Apache chief, 41
Rael, Juan B., Cuentos Espafioles de Colorado y de Nuevo Mejico, rev'd., 368
Ralliere, Father J.B., "Apuntes," ed. by
Ellis and Baca, 10-35, 259-273
Railroad: development, 151-203; land grant,
'199; rates, 197f; taxation, 177; speed, 201
Rapicani, Father Alexander, 317
Rasch, Philip J., "Exit Axtell: Enter Wallace," 231~245
Ray and Gila Valley Railroad, 192
Red River navigation, 140ff
.
Reeve,' Frank D., "Seventeenth Century
Navaho-Spanish Relationa," 36-52; rev's.,
La Farge, A Pictorial ,History of the
American Indian, 290; The Journal of
Captain John R. BeU, ed. by Fuller and
Hafen, 371
Rey, Agapito, 293
Rhodes, Eugene Manlove, 75 .
"Rim of Christendom," origin, 311 note
Rio Abaio, 47
'
Rio Arriba, 47
Rio Grande floods, 15 passim; navigation,
141f
Rlos, Pedro de los, 301f
,Ripley, E. P., 169
Rippy, A. S., 3
River navigation (1850's), 140ff
.
Rives, G. F., 3
Robb, J. D., "Sheep Shearing in New Mexico 1956," 357·360
Robert, William, 55 •
Robinson; A. A., 159
<

Robins'!n, D. B., 23, 172
Roias; Pedro de, 297
Romero, Fray Bartolome, 41
Romero. Francisco, 298
Ross, Stanley R., rev., Tucker, The Merica.n
Government Today, 287
Ruhlen, George. "Kearny's Route from the'
Rio Grande to the Gila River," 213-230
Russell, Green, 1
Russell, Dr. Levi, 1
Russell, Oliver, 1
Rustlers, 234
St. Louis Rocky Mountain and Pacific Railroad,188
Salazar, Alonso Ramirez de, 807
Salazar, Juan, 25
Salazar, Capt. Juan de Frias, 297
Salazar, Romulo, 25
Sales, Father Luis, Observations on California 1772-1790, rev'd., 285
San Augustin de Tucson, 312 note
San Felipe bridge (18th cent.), 121
San Francisco del Oro mine, 294
San Juan, Fray Alonso de, 308'
San Lorenzo, Real de, 331
San Xavier del Bac, origin of name, 311
Sanchez, Bartolome, 302
Sanchez, Jesus C.; legislator, 262
Sanchez y Aragon, J eallS, 23
Santa Fe Northwestern Railroad, 193
Santa Fe and Grand Canyon Railroad, 175
Santa Fe Raton and Eastern Railroad, 188
Santa Fe Prescott and Pho'enix'Railway, 172
Santa Fe trade, 117
Sauer, Carl, critique of, 328
Scholes, France V., critique of, 328
Schroeder, Albert A., 335
Scott, Thomas A., 155 passim
Scullyville, 246
,
Sedillo de Montano. Mrs. Felicitas,11
SegeSSer, Father Philippus, 315
Seligman, B., 204
Seligman (Prescott Junction), 171
Settlers (1860'.), 256f
Sheep exportation (1800), 116; shearing
(1956),357
Sherman, John ;E., U. S. Marshal (1878),
233
Shirley, Glenn, Law West of Fort Smith
. .. , rev'd., 288
Shoup, Lt. George L., If
Shreve, Capt. Henry Miller, 140
Sierra Blanca paSs (Texas), 158
Silver City and Northern Railroad, 178
Simpson, Capt. James H., 147
Singer, John, 57
Small pox (1862), 6
Sobaipuris Indians, 319
Society of Jesus, 311
Socorro, Nuestra Senora del, 331
Sonora Railroad, 162
Sotelo, Capt. Juan de, 296
Sotelo y Sisneros, Capt~ Juan de, 298
Southern Pacific Railroad, 155 passim
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Spanish conquests, financing, 293
Spencer, Elma Dill Russell, uFamous Fugitives of Fort Union," 1-9
Sprague, Marshall, Massacre, rev' d., 369
Stagecoach, 204.210, 254; see O. O. Winther
Starrett, J. S., letter (1895), 361
Steamboat transportation, 130
Stewart, Watt, rev., Thomas, Latin America: A History, 282
Stock raising (1860's), 253
Stockmen's associations, 63f
Stratton, David H., rev., Doyon, The Cavalry
of Christ • • • , 79
Strong, William B., 159
Strobridge, J. H., 157
Sumas Indians; 319
Surveying (1840's), 218
Tallack, William, overland mail, 103
Tariff rate (1840's), 120
Territorial road improvements (1850's), 149
Texas-New Mexico Railway, 195
Texas and Pacific Railroad, 155 passim
The Journal of Captain R. ReU . . . , ed.
by Fuller and Hafen, rev' d., 371
The Mexican Government Today, by Tucker,
rev' d., 287
Thomas, Alfred Barnaby, Latin America: A
History. rev'd., 282
Thornton, N. M., 177
Tierra Amarilla Southern Railroad, 178
Tittmann, Edward D., biographical data, 274
'Tobosos Indians, 328
Tome, 10-35, 259; land grant' ';wners, 265;
see Florence Hawley Ellis
Torres, Melchior de, 305
Transportation, 123-150
Transportation: military, 123-151; railroad,
151-203 ; Spanish, 107-122; stagecoach, 81106
'
Treutlein, Theodore E., "Father Gottfried
Bernhardt Middendorff, S.J., Pioneer of
Tucson," 310-318
Trittle, Gov. F. A., 170
Troy coach, description, 95
Truchard, Father Agustin, 33 note
Tubac (Ariz.), meaning, 3t1 note
Tucker, William P., The Mexican Government Today, rev'd.,,287

Tucson Cornelia and Gila Bend Railroad, 192
Tucson, early settlement, 310
'
Tumacacori, meaning, 311 note
Twin Buttes Railroad, 191
Tyler, S.· Lyman, rev., Sprague, Massacre,
369
Ulloa y Lemos, Lope de, 297
United Verde and, Pacific Railroad, 175
Uta-Aztecan Indian language, locale, 329
Velarde, Capt. Juan, 804
Verde Tunnel and Smelter Railroad, 189
Verde Valley Railway, 189
Vieja, La Casa of B. Baca, 18
Waldo, Brown, Russell & Co., 128
Wallace, John, 3
Wallace, Gov. Lew., 231
Wallace, William S., "Stagecoaching in Territorial New Mexico," 204..210
Water transportation, 130
Whalen, Major H. D., 2
When Grass Was King • .. , by Fink, et.
al., rev' d., 283
White, Phelps, 61
White Oaks, 206
Whiting, James, 3
Wilson, William (counterfeiter), 55
Winther, Oscar Osburn, "The Southern
Overland Mail and Stagecoach Line, 18571861," 81-106
Witcher, W. 1., 3
Wrestlers (rustlers 1),234
Wyman, Leland C., rev., Henderson, The
PoUen Path, 77 '
Ximenez, Fray Lazaro, 304
, Xavier, Maestre de Campo Francisco, 60
Younger, Richard D., rev., Law West of Fort
Smith • •• , 288
Yuma Valley Railroad, 191
/

Zapata, Francisco, 307
Zarate, Fray Ascencio de, 808
Zarate (Salmer6n), Fray Ger6nimo de, 808
Zavallos, Gov. Bernardino de, 807
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